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CHAPrER I

IN'I'HODUCT ION
~~pd

of the Problem

During the last two decades there has been an increasing awareness of the relationship between. education and the
types of jobs that satisfy.
process.

Education is a developmental

The better educated individualso that is, the more

developed, have been among those indicating greater dissatisfaction with routine or mechanical jobs that require no decision mal{ing on a level of responsibility.

This was evident in a study of Detroit auto workers
which compa.red job satisfaction and mental health. 1 The Genere.l Motors strike in 1972 in Lordstown, Ohio, was interpreted as stemming from the same condition:

"• . • it is not

so much the physical nature of the work as its constant. repstitive unskilled nature that is being resisted by assemblyline wox'kers • who are more educated and have higher expecta-

,,

tions."L

In Sweden, with its generally higher level of cdu-

cation (i.e., development) for its population as a whole,
foreign unskilled workers ho.ve largely repla.ced natives in

1Arthur Kornhauser• Mental Hf;aJ:t:h of the Industrial

Worker (New York:
2

.John Wi.I8:vru1dso~-;-19b_5);""P:-s·_s.

New Yor.!f. .'.f i:.!!!~.~, January

1

2J o 19'72 141.

2

assemvJ..y
'"'"
i·ines. 3

The pr.esent study adds its contribution to the research
on job satisfaction ar.d mental health.

It directly explores

the relationship between e. person•s satisfaction in teaching
as an occupation and his personal degree of self-actualization.

Is it possible to estimate successf'u.lly the degree of

teaching satisfaction fr<.1m meastu:-•;;s for self-actualization?

This is the problem.
Shostrom•s "Personal Orientation Inventory," 4 has been
constructed to measure the dimensions of this self-actualiza.tion.

An objective method of inquiring into the career out-

come of job satisfaction was constructed by Brayfield and
Rothe as the "Index of Job Satisfaction."5

Both inventories

are cUscussed specifically o.nd in detail in Chapter III.
While the ••Index of Job Satisfaction" can be used to

observe the degree of satisfaction in any occupation or profession, this study focused on job satisfaction in teaching.
The topic is timely, since a recent survey conducted by
George Gallup for the American Institute of Public Opinion at
- JN~~]."-;~H~rrick, "Activitit~s to Enrich Work in Other
Developed Countries," paper delivered at the 138th meeting
of the American Association f~r the Advancement of Science,
Decmnber 27, 1971, Philadelphia.

4Everett L. Shostrt"'m "Pe1~sonal Orientation Inventory"
9
(San Diego i Educational and Industrial Testi11g Service,
1966).
5Arthur H. Brl'.yfh~ld and Harold F. Rothe. "An Index of
Job Sa tis fact ion, 0 Jo~!f.S:.:~1-Qf~ £Plied PSX£_}}ology, October,

1951:)5.

3
F-rinceton, New Jersey, discovered that a considerable

propor·~

tion of students currently in college plan to enter the field
of teaching upon completing their education.

Such marked in-

terest would appear to call for rt':search in the field.
Teaching is the top choice of college students today,
with nearly one in four (23%) indicating this is the
field they plan to '~nter upon completlng their c~duca
tion. . • .

It should be borne in mind that this percentaBe represents intentions as of the time of interviewing. and that
changes in plans and job screening are likely to substantially reduce the numbers who enter the career of teaching. At this point, however, the evidence seems clearly
to indicate that the teacher surplus is likely to continue into the foreseeable future • • . , 6
The subjects for the present study were graduate students in the Sehool of Education at Loyola University of
Chicago during the first semester of the 1972-7J ac2,dc::nic
year.

In order to be eligible to participate in this inves-

tigation, each graduate student had to be currently employed
as a full-time elementaryi junior high school or secondary
school teacher.

In addition to inquiring directly 5.nto the

rela.tionships between the variables of self-actualization
and job satisfaction, this study also sought to discover
whether selected personal variables of the participating
teachers, namely, age. sex, status, education, experience,
system, level, career goals, course and/or level preferences and geographical area of employment were related to
the two dependent va.r iables of self-actualization and job

4
satisf<::.ction.

Viewed fro:n the focus of the dhwipline of counseling

and guidance, this study proposed to fill some gaps and
needs.
of

To date scientific

rcl~i"tionships

inquirit~s

havG

e~cplored

the area

between the degree of self-uctuali:ation and

other characteristics of teachers, Dandes7 attempting to
e.sBess effectivenessi Murrny, 8 success in relation to self-

a.ctualization2 and Ma.ce.9 the decision to become an administr.a.tor as aeainst remaining a career teacher.

These stud.ies

a.re described more fully in the review of related litsrature
in Cha.pter II.

Thus, it became evident .from explcJ.1:-ing t:he field tlis.t

e. lthough the teaching profession has bcwn the focus of sev-

eral studies relating self-actualization to other chQracteristics~

an additional study was needed which would focus

primarily and directly on the specific relationship of the

--·-·--~--------

1H. M. Dandes, "Psychological Health and Teaching Effectiverillss
Journal of Teacher
Education
28, 1966.
....
, " ----....-.,.,.__
--~ 0
8

M. E. Mu:t"rll.y, "An Exploration of

Self-Actualization to Teacher Success."
Pe11..'1sylvania State Universi:ty, l.966.

the Relationship of
Master's thesis.

q

'R. E. MtH.~c, "FactorE:i Influencing the Decisions of
Teachers to Become Admini~.tratClrs r A Study of the Differences in Self~Ac·~tm.liza.tion and Job Satisfnctlon Occurring

Between Future Administrators and Career Tt:schers."
dissertation.

Syra.cuse University, 1970.

Doctoral

5
veiri.ables proposed in this research, namely, self-actualization and satisfaction on the job.
a

0

full life

0

The current concern with
rather than simply "full employment" 10 calls

for scientific infcrrnation on which counselors can base genera.lizations applicable to individuals or to groups as an
f'
. 1.ita.
. . t ing
.
" 9 gvlC',iance
. ~
.
ai. d _aci
ana 1 ysi.r;
and/ o:r. counse l ing
of

teachers.

If

counsr~lors c~tn

draw (m data-supported guide-

lines in defining the problem of an unhappy teacher or of a
disruptive situ<.<.tion related to job dissatisfaction, they
can proceed with some degree of confidence and objective insight, optimistically moving along a blazed trail.
School adrnlnistrato:cs responsible for hiring teachers
are likewise in need of scientific data as a basis for generaliz,a ti.ons by which they can be guided to malrn more suecessful choices in filling positions.

If -scores on·a self-

actualization inve11tory a.re related to satisfaction on the
job, obtaining such scores can serve as a clue to the right
choice from among applicants,

Satisfied teachers a.re a.

lubricant for the smooth running of school administrative
machinery .

.

Students aspiring to be teachers, as well as teachers
already engaged in the classroom, are in need of a tested
means whereby they may gauge their own self-actualization
and convert it into a,n approximate degree of' predicted teach-

ing satisfaction fer themselves.

This info:-rnation could

- - . fo,;!~:;;~~-B~nni8,

••warren Bennis, A Conversation," fs-:t.,,ghol...9..QL.J1o£.!!~• (Pr.;;brur;ry 1970) :J,49.

•

6
motivate them to pursue the furthering of their personal
actualization in order to achieve a higher degree of satisfaction in the teaching profession or to move into a.nether
occupation.

The results of this study may make this poss.i-

ble.
Thus p three categories of professionals can reap bcne-

fits from this study:
teachers.

counselors, school administrators and

This research proposes to explore one possibility

of obtaining concrete data on the basis of which guidance may
be provided with a greater probability of attaining its mark,
applicants may be hired with a greater degree.of assurance
and persono.l choices may be made with more likelihood of
success in the teaching profession.
Aside from thf.:se three pragmatic values foreseen f':ccm
the present work, a theoretical goal may also be attained:

A

contribution to the fund of scientific data by exploring a

new possibility for using the "Personal Orientation Inventory" as an instrument for uncovering relationships between
self-actualization, selected personal variables and satisfacti.on in the . teaching professions.
~

Statement _of the Problem
In order to investigate the relationships among selfactualization, teaching satisfaction and the selected personal
variables of the subjects, the problem was expressed specifically in the following questions:

7
1.

Is a person's satisfaction in teaching

El.S

an occupa-

tion related to his personal degree of self-actmtlization?
Are there any relationships between a person's de-

2.

gree of self-actualization and selected personal variables?

J,

Are there any relationships between a. person• s de-

gree of

SfJt:i sfaction

in teaching aFJ an occupa.tion and

selected personal variables?
The following null research hypotheses were generated
from these three questions1
Hypothesis Is

No relationship exists between self-

actualization as measured by the twelve scales of the "Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory" and the degree of teaching satisfaction as measured by the Brayfield-Rc.ithe "Index of Job
Satisfaction."
Hypothesls IIt

No difference existG in the self-actual-

ization of the subjects measured by the twelve scales of the
"Personal Orientation Inventory" and the various subgroups

within the selected persor.18.l variables, namely, (1) age,
(2) sex, (3) status, (4) teaching level, (5) system in which
c~rently

teaching, (6) place i.n which currently teaching,

(7) r:>.cademic preparation, (8) yearn of' teaching experience,
(9) c~ourse and/or. grade level preferences s.nd (10) career

goals.

Hypothesi.s III:

No difference exists between.the degree

of satisfaction in teaching measured by ·che score of the

Brayfield-Hothe "Index of Job Satisfaction" and the various
subgroups within the selected personal yariables, namely,

8
(1) aget (2) sex, (J) status, {4) teaching level, {5) system

in which currently teaching, ( 6) pl<:1,ce in which currently

teaching, (7) academic prepe.ration 11 (8) years of teaching ex-

perience, (9) course and/or grade level preferences and {10)

ci:treer goals.

'I'hP. theoretica.l viewpoint for the personality. dimension

is bascrl on recent observations that contemporary America is

movlng in the direction of value change from an achievement
to a S~,)lf-actualization emphasise 11

This c:inerging approach

is the culmination of a concept which has seen progressive

develop1.1e11t through the writings C)f growth psychologists such
s.s Allport, 12 Rogers 1 3 and Mnslow. 14 The theory holds that
the growth and development of a. person depends on the routine

gratiflcation of his basic needs.
According to Ms.slow, the principal propor:i.ent of the

--·--·:r1Be~nis,

"Warren Bennis& A Convc:r.""sation," pp. 48-54;

68-71.

l)Carl R. Rogers, "A Theory of'

and Interpersonal Relationships," in
!9gy *-· -~·L Stud;y .of S. £.?c.!11ce (New York~

Therapy~

s.

Personality,

Kock (ed.) f§!l.cho-

McGraw Hill Book Co.,

Inc.• 1959 j.

14
Abraham H. Maslow, £ihtivati9n .9.nd P~~:_son~li!:t. (New
York 1 Harper and Row• 1954·); ~~~rsL.)~ PsY2J.1..!1l.2l"~!~..Jl£1.M
{Princ(-;toni; N. ,r. s Van Nostrand. l9t>2~·A 'rheory oi' Human

Motivation," PSJL.£bolos1£al Hev_iew,, 194J.

9
theory, humiin needs are sea.led along a hiora.rchy of priority
or potency.

When the needs that have the greatest potency

or priority are gratified, other needs arid related goaldir~cted

behaviors emerge.

The hierarchical order of needs

from most potent to least potent is as followss

physio-

logical needs, safety or security needs, needs for belongingness and love, esteem needs and needs for self-actualization.
These needs are said to unfold sequentially as a person is
fed, made to feel secure, receives love and affection and a
place in the group and receives recognition as a. worthwhile
person.

A summary statement will help to clarify the con-

cept:
These basic goals are related to each other, being ar··
ranged in a hi(;rarchy of' pre potency. 'I'his m~ans that
the most prepotent goal will monopolize capacities of
the organism. 'l'he less pre potent needs are minimized,
even forgotten or denied. But when a need ls fairly
well satisfied, the next prepotent ("higher") need
emerges, in turn, to dominate the conscious life and to
serve as the center of organization of behavior, since
gratified needs are not active motivators.
Thus man is a perpetually wanting e.nimal. Ordinarily
the satisfaction of these wa.nts is not al together mutually exclusive, but only tends to be, The average
member of our society i.s most often partially satisfied
and partially unsatisfied in all of his wants. The hierarchy principle is usually empirically observed in terms
of increasing percentages of non-satisfaction as we go up
the hierarchy.
Reversals of the average order of the hierarchy are sometimes observed. Also it has been observed that an individual may permanently lose the higher wants in the hierarchy under special conditions. There are not only ordinarily multiple motivations for usual behavior, but in
addition many determinants other than motives. 15
l5Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," pp. J94-J95.

10

As the lower order needs on the hierarchical scale are
satisfied, the need for self-actualization ultimately emerges.
The person now seeks to become in actuality ·what he is potentia.lly.

The self-actualizing person is more fully function-

ing and lives a more enriched life than the undeveloped per-

son, utilizing all his unique capabilities, unhampered

by

the

inhibit.ions and emotional turmoil common to the less actualized.
Maslow' s theory of hu.'!1an motivation takes on a particular significance when it is used as a. frameworlt to give meaning to the mass of data that have been accumulated in the area
of job sa.tisfactio11.

Comp:.aratively few resea.rch studies on

job satisfaction have been

concern~d

pllca.tions of their results.

with the

theor~tical

im-

They have been content to state

generalizations on the relative importance of wages. job status, perticipation in decision making, acceptance by coworkers, etc. , without r11sJ(ing any efforts to interpret their

findings in the light of motivational theory.

Roe has been

a nota.ble exception among researchers in this regard.
u~ed

She

Mazlow• s theory on bnsic human needs to organize in e.

coherent manner the results of her research concerning the
determinants of job satisfaction.

On the application of

Ma.slow's theory to occupational psychology, Roe has written:
Occupations as a source of need satisfaction are of extreme importance in our culture. It may be that occupations have become so important in our culture just because so many needs are so well satisfied by them,
Whether the relation is c:ausal er not, and if so, which
is cause a.nd which is effect, does not particularly
matter.

It is probably a. sort of feedback arrangement

11

anyway.
e1~ists

What is i:rq>orte.nt in that this relationship
and ls an Cf::H.:~c'ntial t:u1pect of the value of the

occupation to the individual. 16

The present study plirsues the measurement of the relationship between need gratification and job sat.isfa.ction in a
specifjc

occupation~

ne.mely, the teaching profession.

For the purpose of this studya
1.

"Self-actualization" was defined by the twelve

scale-scores on Shostrcm1 • s "Personal Orienta ti on Inventory."
2.

"Df;:gree of teaching

t~a.tlsfaction"

was defined by

the single measure on the Brayfield-Rothe "Index of <Job Sa tis-

facti.on."

J.

"Status" included three possible subgroup8 s

lay-

person, priest or Religious.

4,

"Teaching level" included elerr.entary, junior high

and secondary

s~hools.

5.
6.

"Place where teaching" referred to city or. suburbso

7.

"Academic preparation" referred to credit hours

"System in. which teaching" meant public or priva.te.

less than the Master's degree or at the Master's level or
beyo11d.

8.

"Years of teaching experience" referred to the num-

ber of academic years, including the present, the respondent
has been employed.

--b

: Anne Roe, The PstchoJ.o,e;t of Occu~pati~ (New York a
John Wiley and Sonsr 195·J, pp. J1-J3.

12

9.

''Course and/or grade level )!reference" was defined

in terms of whether one was cur:cently teaching the courses

arid/or the €;,Tade leVC-:!lS which coincide with one's personal
prr.d'orencer:.

10.

"Career goals" was defined as occupational aspira-

tL:.ms.

Chapt.•;r I stated the bD..ckgrotmd of the problem, the

pu:cpose of the study, the statement of the problem and the
resc::arch hypothesf:S.

An exposition of the co::lceptual :frame-

v1 o:::k i'or the stuoy and the d.ofi.ni tion of terms <1ra aloo

eluded.

in·~

Tho structure of the study culled for checking the

reletionships between sclf··aotualization and job

satisfa.;:;~

tion and relating ench of these two variables to selected
personal variables.
Chapter II undertakes the discussion of related literature so that the current sta.tus of the problem under consideration can be assessed in relation to what ha9 already
been 1one.

Chapter III focuses on the research design of this studya

'l1 he procedure!:.3 used in sampling and

administering the

"Personal Orientation Inventory" and the "Index of Job Satisfactionr" information on these instruments, the ste.tistical

hypotheses and the methods of analyzing the data.
An analysis and a summary of the results, as well as a
discussion. are presented in Chapter IV, followed by a

lJ
summ1;1.ry· of the study,

r~1comrnendations

future research in Chapter V.

and irnplica tions for

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF REI.A11ED LrrERATURE

Li tere,ture was explored in three areas as back{;rour1d
· f0r the prese11t

work~

First 0 that in the field of self-actu-

allza.tion as synthesized in tha "Personal Orientation Inventory;" secondly, that concerned with the

conc~:tpt

of job sat-

i.sfaction; thirdlyj specifi.·::: relevant studies in which either

the "Person:,,l Orienta. ti on Inventory" or the Bray.f.ield-Hothe
.. Index of Job Satisfaction" had

bec~n

used as an irmtrumcnt,

incJ:udin.g research associated wlth personal

v:'lriable~?.

developmcr1t in '"-!vi;;zy phase of hu.m.s..n pcrsonali ty towr",_,rd the

"

. 'INhich one is. " 1

• • to be that

Moving from the sa tisf'act.ion of' basic physi-

cal ne-3ds to tlrn higher levels of psychological a:nd
Tnf:~ri.s

fulf illmEmt on a highar

psychological health.

pl~,ne

mental~

• which is interpreted as

Maslow, foctrning on discovering the

differences betwaen the more and the less psy(:hologically
1Abrah~-;.-~slow, ~~rd_~ ri;.:tch.91.QB'.z_cf_ Bei,ng
(Princetc,:n~ N. J. t
Van Nostrand, 1)'b2), p. 21'+; r,1otivation
filid_F~£.§.£nali ty (NfYW Yor1{ 1 harper and H(n\', 1954) • p~1.
l4
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healthy persons, concluded that psychological health could be
characterized by the same indices as self-actualization.
his view·, the psych0J..oc:icB.lly hea lth~r individual 5.u
h~s

m~.2

In
vrt?.o

svffi.ciently satisfied "the basic needs for safety, be-

longin~nessj

love,

~espect

and self-esteem so that they are

Maslow3 described the self-actualized person in the
f ollowlng terms

1

The self-actualized person is characterized bys (1)
clearer, more efficient perception of reality; (2) more
openness to experiences1 (3) increased integration,
wholeness and unity of person; (4) increased spontaneity,
expressiveness 9 full functioning, aliveness; (5) a real
self, a firm identity§ autonomy~ uniqueness; (6) increased objectivity, detachment, transcendence of self;
(7) recovery of creativeness; (8) ability to fuse concreteness and abstractness; (9) democratic character
structure; (10) ability to love and respond emotionally.
Maslow's description of the fully self-actualized person is a description of the ideal upper end of the continuum.
Elsewhere, however, he defined growth as a "process" which
conforms better to the observed fact that growth is going on
all the time in the person's life history and that it tends
to be "a matter of degree and frequency rather than an all or
none affair ... 4 Maslow' s psychologic~ally healthy ( self·,a.c~

tua.liz lnp;) ind.i v1d.ual could, ther.e fore, be expected to be
satisfiPd in the occupation he holds in the sense that it
2

Maslow, Toward a

P~chology

of Being, p. 25.

3Maslow, Toward a

Psycholog~

of Being, p. 148.

4 Maslow, Toward a
Ps Y.C h ol og;y of Being, p. 92,
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not necessarily, exclude his aspiring for a different voeition
or

since hie healthy perception would enable him tcr

career~

h::D::monize preseut conditions with dynamic attitudes, seeing
the future as an outgrowth of the present t
f:i.ed for

th~

present with
;;:

Carl RogGrs, ...1

w~at

~inother

keH:~ping

him

sat:i.e~·

be he.s ?.t present.

growth psychologist !l is of the

same mind as Ma.slow in affirming " • • • that the continuous
becoming of an individual must include his willingness to be
p'.'oc~.§.

a

that is ever changing • . , and continuous through.-·

out the life span ...

There will inevitably be set-backs in

th.a learning process, but the heal thy individual hD.s a rerdlience which er!ables him to bounce back• since he has leen:ned

something from his mistake.
BugentD.l' s group experiment lends support to the position of self-actualization theorists that growth ls relative
and episodic.

Bugental set the stage for a group experience

in which all the members were chosen solely because of their
"functional excellenccn in their occupation, in their marria.ge, in their social relations and in their ability to tol'o

erate psychic stress.

The results of the group encounter

were unexpectedly disappointingz

"The participants, as

faithful products of their culture and personal histories,
seemed to be more ready to recognize and deal with that which

-5~-;rl

R. Rogers, On BecomiEg

Mifflin Co., 1961), p, 1f20.

a

Perl!.2.U (Bostons

Houg~1ton

17
·was

nGg<:~tive

o.nd p8.tholog.ic within themsel:ves cu1d unsure and

self conscirn2s about the positive and creative." 6
According to Maslow, the motivation to develop one's
potentialities to the fullest is an active and positive intE::cnal force divorced from the behavioral principles of enviro.;11:;Emtal determinism.

stGlncf!s and

0.:rpo'.:.;urt~

to desirable patterns of socl.alizaticn,

In contrast, the non-self-actualizing person,.according to
Rogers, raises vm.lls of de:f'm·.,oc,, and impersonalityr restrict1

ing h:ls nwn

f:r~wth

and

fulfillment~

as well as placing ob-

staGJ.es in the way of others' develop:nnnt a.s separate per-

Frederick Allenfi 8 a disciple of Otto Ra.nk, also af-

sons.

firmed his belief in the person's capacity to be responsible
for his own direction:

". . • the urge to grow that is uni-

versal in all living matter provides the motivation--toward
realization 6f the potentialities that lie within."
In addition to the concept of time competency (living

-.M-.-6·-----

J. F. T. Bugental, "S0nsitivity Training and Being
Motivated," in E. H. Schein and W. G. Bennis (eds.), Person-

~1.___q~~!t;.~m.i~~-~~g£__!J1r~n~g]:l Gro~p Methods (New-

J·orm Wiley and Sons, 19()5), pp. 107-11).

Yorl\:t

8

F. H.

Allen~ f~~}1otheraE1 with.Chi~dF~

W. W, Norton and Company, 19i~2).

(New Yorki
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primarily in the present) psychologicci.l heal th a..lso includes

the concepts of inner-direction and other-direction.

Reis-

rnanp Glazer and Denny9 view the inner--directed per.son as one
for whom ". . • the source of direction i.s inner in the sense

that it wan implanted early in life by elders. • • •

He goes

through life, less independent than he seems, obeying this
intr::rnal piloting."

The other-directed person, on the con-

trary, looks to his contemporaries for h.is sense of direc-

tion.

"While a.11 people want and need to be liked by some

of the people some of the time, it is only the modern otherdirected types that make thls their chie.f source of direction.

. . ."
For Shostrom, 10 the self-actualizing person is more au-

tonomous and less dependent than either extreme.

The self-

actualizing person must necessarily be other-directed to a

degree, in the sense that he is sensitive to acceptance by
and the good will of the people, but the primary source of

his behavior is from within.
Gardner•s 11 concept of self renewal resembles to some
dec~ee
,_,

the ideas of Maslow, Rogers and Shostrom.

He

9n, Heisman, N. Glazer and R. Denny, The Lonely Cro!!d
(New Haven; Yale University Press, 1950).
10Everett K. Shostrom, Errs Manual for the Personal
.Q;rien_19t~.on Invent91:.y_ (San Diegoa Educational and Industrial
Testing Service, 1966).

ltJohn W. Gardner, Self-Renewals The Individual and the
l!!n.ovative Societv (New Yor~Harper and Row, 1965).
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describes the self renewing man as one who explores "the full
range of his potentialities," anticipating the dialogue between these potentialities and "the claims of life," ineluding both, those which come his way and those he deliberately invents.

These include not only his skills, but also

his "capacities for wondering, learning, understanding, loving and aspiring."

Aspiring is as much part of a self-actualizing individual as are the other "claims" that challenge one's potentialities. Macets 12 study inquiring into the relationship
between self-actualization and teachers• aspirations to become administra.tors is a test of Dandes' lJ suggestion that
"if the role of teacher dcef:'·not p2rmit maintenance or selfactu8.1iza ti on by a. seli'-actua.l.i.r,in.e; teacher , , . tl'd.. ~o;

•

teacher may seek a new role to permit this maintenancf!."
This new role could possibly be that of an administrator.
Mace's research confirmed this hypothesis.
At first glance there would appear to be a contradiction between the statement that the more

self~actualized

teachers are more likely to aspire to be administrators than
to remain ca.re er teachers and the hypothesis that the more

- -12 R. E. Mace·:-.. Factors Influencing the Decisions of
Teachers to Become Administrators: A Study of the Differences in Self-Actualization and Job Satisfaction Occurring
Between Future Administrators and Career Teachers." Doctoral
dissertr:i.tion. S~/racuse University~ 1970.
lJH. M. Dandes, "Psychological Health and Teaching Effectiveness," ~ourna.l of Teac~~:.atio11, 1966, pp. J01-J06.
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self-ttct1J~ilizecl

teach(~t~s

\"Jill score higf1er

011

job satir;fac-

Howcver, G..iur dner's 1·4 ir1c
. J.us:1.. on oi.r:- nspiring
·
•
•
• • h in
' th e
WTt

.
t:ion.

definition of

self-actualh~ation

as an on-going process would

permit the i:nte:rpretntl.on that, although the more self-actu-

alized would be more likely to aspire to move into administrntivc positions 9 :tt would not necessarily follow that they
. had not found teaching sati.sfylng while it lasted.

It would

not imply defining "satisfaction" as a terminal, static concept, but as an

on~going,

dynamic process, enabling a. satis-

fied teachP,r to choose to aim at becoming an administrator,
which p1·ovides a different kind o.f stimulation to self-actualizati.on, but not necessarily greater opportunities for such

growth for ev·ery individual.

Therefore, dissatisfaction

would not necessarily prompt aspiration for

a.i1

administrative

position by the career teacher (although it might) but might
indicate a different personality type.

As Mace 1 5 concludes,

"• •• a teacher has needs at all levels of the need hierarchy
and • • * the success he
throi.;gh his position

~~,~

experience~

i.n meeting

the~e

needs

I

t(;acher will influ'?nce the job satis-

Within thr.;i ten YiH1rs since Shostrom constructed the
"Fersonal Orient:::.tic:n Inventory" to measure the dimensions

of self-actua.liza.tion, a nwn.ber of research studies have

-Pf

-

· Gardner.,

~lf

Renewals

The Individual and the I!l!!Q.:.

va.tive Socictv.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _iw...

1

5M~ce, "l"actors Influencing the Decisions of Teachers
to Become Administrators," p. 16.
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it, using tenchers for their subjects.
Flflnders 16 worked with a sarnplr~ c;;f 129 elementary a.nd

mnploy~d

secondary school teachers who were involved in a. sensitivity
tra.i.nh:g

p~ogrnm

conducted

dut~ing

th.e course of a yeur.

"Personal O.cientation Inventory" wao
ginning, during

th~

a.dmini~tered

The

at thr: be-

rniddln ::::.nd at the end of the progrmn.

S:i.f;nific:&nt cha.ng<:1 was

obs<~:cved

betv1ef;n the f:tx·st and third

testing for eight of tho twelve scales.

Provost 1 7 lent fur-

ther support to Flanders by replics.ting·the project.
B9.r1men e.nd Cape1J.e 18 further tested the effectiveness
of the

0

Personnl Orientation Inventory" in recording changes

occurring in

teachi.~rs'

self-actualization during a. training

sessioni this tim.e in human re la tiona.

They found i.:ncroascs

in seven of the twelve "Personal Orientation Inventory"

scales.
A sec·ond category of studies involving teachers as sub-

jects and the "Personal Orientation Inventory" as the
16 J. N. Fla.nders, "A Humanistic Approach to Inservice
E<lucationn (Livingston, T·3nnessee: Overton County Board of
Education R~port. 1969).
1 7R. L. Provost, "A Follow-Up Study of Beginning
Tertchers iri Multi-CulturHd Schools Who Have Attended a PreService Institute Dealing With Problems of School Disintegration • .,

Doctoral dissertation.

East '.rexes State University,

1970.
18 J. Bar.men and R. Cn.pelle~ "Human Relationo Tralning

in Three Rur~~.1 Mt:~.nitoba High Schools, 11 paper presented at the
Convention of the National Council of Human Relatlons, Winni-

peg, Cnnada. 1971.
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instrument focused on the relationship bf.:tween the self-actu-

ali1,ation of' the teacht:r and an (:Xternal factor. In the work
of Ford, 1 9 aspects of the psychological health of elementary
school principals were related to the organizational climate
of the school.

Pr inc i:pals serv·ing open climate schools were

found to possess a higher level of self-actualization than

those in closed climate schools.

Thi;; was evidenced in thei..r

exhibiting a greater ability to accept their own personal aggressiveness. grce.ter self acceptance in general and a greater

capacity for intimate contact than the principals of closed
climate schools.

There is a possibility, of course, that

these types seelc out positions corresponding to their needs

and simply have their characteristics reinforced on the job.
Murray 20 checked into the relationship between teacher
self-actualization a.nd student perception of the teacher.

The "Personal Orientation Inventory" scores of 26 teachers
were matched against the answers of 2,333 students, confirming two hypotheses1

(1) the more self-actualized teacher

(according to the "Personal Orientation Inventory") was
assessed by the students as more concerned than the less
self-actualized ones (2) the more self-actualized teacher was
19R • W• Ford•

11 he Relationship of Psychological Heal th
of Elementary School Frincipals to the Organizational Clims.te
of Schools." Doctoral dissertation. Syracuse University,
11

1966.

20 M. E. Murray, "An Exploration of the Relationship of
Self-Actua.lh~ation to Teacher Success."
Master• s thesis.
Pennsylvania State University, 1966.
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rc.ted consistently by his/her f:;tudents for grade levels 7 • 8,

9

t~nd

10.

that the

In the context of this study,
te~cher

0

consistr:!nt1.y" meant

who was rated high when teaching grade seven

would also be rated high when teaching n different grade or
high sch.oc~l course z if he/she was rated as average, medium or

low

j

the ev-o.luation would remain the

sar1~c

if a change i.n

tc2.ching level should occur.

A third group of studies involving teachers wa.s singled
out to study the relationship between self-actualization of
te1:<1.chers and a.nether variable within the same subject.
Dandes 21 checked into the relationship between self-ac-

tualization as rec()rded by the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the

0

Minr1esota Teacher Attitude Inventory," on the

basis of 128 subjects' scores.

Finding a positive relation-

chi.p between the results, he concluded a

". • .a. la.rge com-

ponent of what makes an effective teacher seems to be the degr~e

to which he is psychologically healthy or self-actualiz-

iri&; or fulfilling his uniquely human potential.

The posses-

sion of information on subject content alone or knowledge of
teo.ching techniques will not insure that the individual will

be an effective teacher."
Mace 22 undertook an inquiry into possible self-actua-

lizing differences between teachers who aspire to become
21

ness ...
22

~~~~~

"Psychological Health and Teaching Effective-

Mace~ '*Factors Influencing the Decision of Teachers
to Become Adi1iinistrators."
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administrators and career teachers.

Administering the

11

Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory" and the tifllinnesota Satisfaction
Queotionnaire" to a sample of 11.4 teachers who aspired to be
administrators and to 114 career teachers, he found that
those teachers aspirine; to become administrators were characterized by hir:;her self-actualizc-d;ion scores than career

teachers.

In view of the resul tf;, it is surmised that the

self-actualizing teacher who is not experiencing sufficient
job satisfaction will consider a. career i.n administration as
a reasonable alternative for further realization of his potentialities.
There hav-e been some studies which examined relationships between self-actualization and occupation, as the present work professes to do, but i.n a different frame of reference and focus.

2'">
R. V. Green J examined the relationship be-

tween self-actualization and levels of occupational aspirations of culturally different youths by administering the
"Personal Orientation Inventory" to a sample of 356 black
graduates and seniors of six high schools in Arkansas.
subject was

asl1:ed

which he aspired.
Ir1ventory

11

Each

to write the name of the occupation to
Four of the twelve "Personal Orientation

scales were found significantly related to the

levels of occupational aspirations.

These were s

(1) time

competence, (2) self-a.ctualizing value, (J) synergy and

···2

.

JR. V. Green, Self-Actualization Measures and Occupation Aspiration." Doctoral dissertation. Kentucky University,
1966.
11
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(4)

capacit~I'

the

test~,

.for intimate contact.

The higher the scores on

the higher were the aspirations.

On this basis

Green concluded that the school can raise the occupational
aspirations of culturally different youth by striving to
motivate self-actualization, especially in the values singled
out :from the "Personal Orientation Inventory" in this study
as significantly related to high occupational aspirations.
Masucci 2 L~ administered the "Person:tl Orientation Inventory" and the "Occupational Stereotypes Index" to 125 college

freshmen enrolled at the Sta.te University of Oswego, New

York, in an attempt to discover whether subjects who score
high on a

m~&sure

of psychological he£il th have different

stereotypes of selected occu.pations, than subjects who score

low.

The re&ults indicated that differences in perception of

occupations were related to "Personal Orientation Inventory"
scores.

The more self-actualized the person, the less likely

he was to perceive a.n occupation in terms of the stereotype

accepted by the less self-actualized as measured by the

11

Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory."
Edith J. Green2 5 tested the relationship of self-actualization a.s measured by the "Personal Orientation Inventory"
to achievement and satisfaction of students in the first

7."

24 M.
Masucci, "Psychological Hea.J. th and Occupational
Perceptions in a Selected Sample." Doctoral dissertation.
Syracuse University, 1966.
2
5Edith J. Green~ "'fhe Relationship of Self-Actualizati.on to Achievement in Nursing." Doctoral dissertation.
Indiana University, 1967.

•
clinical year of a

26

bacc~.laureate

progr<:tm in nursing.

Signi-

ficant relationships were found betv.reen self-actualization
(as indicated by the scores on the Time Competence Ratio
Scale and the subsca.les of Spontr..neity, Self Regard, Synergy
and Self Acceptance) and a questionnaire on students• adjustment a.nd satisfaction.
~1

of

Lit~_;:ature

on J·ob

Satl~:f~!~~l'l

Research has also gradually developed in the area of
occupation, a field related to the present study which focuses
on job satisfaction.

Emphasis on work is rooted in the his-

tory of American society.

The socialization process at home

and in school has included teaching the value of worlc as part

of the ethos of this country.

As with every developing na-

tion, America experienced the need for manual laborers which
resulted in overwhelming proportions of the population finding employment in blue collar jobs.

Work meant the ability to
fulfill the first level of needs, Maslow•s 26 physiological
level.

However, a well-paying job that would satisfy this

basic need would not necessarily be considered satisfactory
since safety, love and esteem needs must also find fulfillme:;:1t

before a person is able to function at the fullest

and healthiest level of which he is capable.

26 Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation,"

Ps;ycho+ogical
1943, p. 372: °Cogni ti on of Being in the Peal;: Experience," Journal of Ge~!},etic Psychology, 94 (1956), p. 46.

R~,
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It was in thio content that Guion27 defined worker
morale (job satisfaction) as "· • . the extent to which the
individual's needs are satisfied and the extent to which the
individual perceives that satisfaction as stemming from his
total job situation." Morse and Weiss 28 concluded from
their investigation of the meaning of work that "

•• the

results indicate that for most men working does not simply
function as a means of earning a livelihood • • • most men
find the producing role important for maintaining their
sense of well-being."
The technological changes occurring within the last
fifty years have been geared toward the goal of efficiency
(rationality, in the scientific sense) by means of mass production and standardization of parts.

These processes im-

plied assembly line work to a considerable extent. New York's
public school superintendent Cubberley2 9 advocated the application of the same principles to the educational system.

Com-

paring the school to a factory, he equated children with the
raw materials to be processed and shaped according to specific~tions.

The system was to eliminate waste through efficient

and smooth functioning under authoritarian rule, the teachers

27R. M. Guion, "Industrial Morale (A Symposium) 1: The

Problem of Terminology," Personnel

Psycho~QQL,

(1958) :.58-64.

28 Nancy Morse and R. S. Weiss, "The Function and Meaning of Work s.nd the Job, American Sociological Review, 20
0

(1955) s191-198.

2 9Elwood Cubberleyf Public School Administration
(Bostons Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1916).
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being considered only one of

th~i

resources necessary for the

production process. If they have credentials, they can func.
"properly 0 in the system.
t,2on
Jl.rnt as the industrial "efficiency" advocates had their
influence on the educational ins ti tuticn, so did the humt1n
rele,tions researchers.

The findings of Katz and Kahn.JO re-

gnrding the dominant role of human needs and relationships
among indlwtri&.l workers, and between workers and management,

were applicable to the organization and management of education, as well as industry.

Just as the factory of necessity

had to awe.ken to the workers• need for security and to the

importance of meeting their social and esteem needs, so the
school l)eca.me aware that remuneration alone could not be
counted on to evoke satisfaction on the job and the conse·.,

quent efficiency that had been expected.

A worker on any

level called for being reckoned as more than "a pair of

hands."

In response to these and ether research findings

there arose a keener appreciation of the indispensability of
prim1:1.ry relations on the job for psychological heal th and

happiness.
Van Zelst3 1 reported positive relationships between the
- - JOD. Katz and -R. L. Kahn, "Some Recent Findings in Human Relations Research in Industry, 0 in G. E. S'we.nson, T. M.
Newcomb and E. L. Hartley (eds.) B!.f_!;.g_~ngs in Soci~l Ps;ychoJ~.9.b.Y.. (New Yorks Holt, Rinehart and. Winston, Inc~ 0 1952),
p. 655.

31R. H. Van Zelst, "Worker Popularity and Job Satisfaction," f<!rsonnel_Psycholog;y_, 4 (1951)140.5-412.
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rc·E~ul ts

of a tti tudir.:3'.l measures and the degree of acceptance

oi' co-workers.

In a field study among construction workers

he found a significant relationship between the interpersonal
desira.bili ty of workers• as measured by the ratings of their

co-workers, and their job satisfaction as measured by the

"Kerr Tear Ballot.••

There is also evidence of positive rela-

tionships between the results of attitudinal measures and the
degree of mutual trust between worker a:nd employer.

The more

frequently the superior• s beha.vior is supportive and ego-inflating, the higher are both job satisfaction and performance
scores,

Baumgartel.3 2 reported that the degree of influence

that superiors permit their subordinates in decision making
which affects them has a decided influence on the worker's
job satisfaction.

He studied the effects of various patterns

of leadership on eighteen different groups.

Those people who

worked under leaders who permitted them to participate in
decision making had significantly more positive attitudes toward their directors tha,n those who ha.d leaders who were authoritarian.

Those groups who were subordinate to laissez-

faire directors were generally midway on a tti tudim;d measures between those who labored under the other two types of
leadership styles.

Jacobson.33 also related that the attitudes

32H. Baumgartel, "Leadership, Motivation and Attitudes

in Research IJabora tor ies," Journal of Sociological Issues, 12
(1956) :2li-31.

JJE. Jacobson, "Foreman-Steward Participator Practices
and Worker Attitudes in a lJnionized Factory." Doctoral
diRsertation. University of Michigan. 1951.

JO
of workers

towa1~a

their for-.:1man in an v.utomot.i1.e manufe.ctur-

ing plant correlated positively with the extent to which they
were permitted to participa.te in decision making.
There is also much evidence that the same job variables
are negatlvely related to a.bsences a.nd turnover in the organ.
i :c.a.t1.on.

•
34 rep<,rted that a. h:i.gher
.
\'1ickert
rate of turnover

existed v.mong thmie who had little influel'1ce on decision making.

Kerr, Koppelmeir and Sullivan35 indicated that workers

who had the lea.st opportunity for inf'orrnal interaction were
the more likely to resign. Fleishman, Harr.is and Burtt.3 6
discovered a negative relationship between supervisory consideration and absenteeism.
While these studies are all correlational in nature,

this should not be taken to mean that there is necessarily
any causal relation between them.

There is some evidence,

however, that attitudes do change in the hypothesized direction subsequent to changes in certain job variables,

For

--- ,__4~
3 F. R. Wickert, "Turnover and Employee's Feelings of

Ego-Invvolvement in the
.P~DJ-1:.eLPs;vcho~Qg~,

Day-~.:.o-Day

Operations of a Company,"

4 (1951) 1185-197.

J5v:. A. Kerr, G. Koppelmeir and J. J. Sullivan, "Absenteeism, Turnover and the Morale in a Metals Fabrication

Factory~"

Occupational

P~y_cholQ&ill•

25 (1951) s50-55.

3 6E. A. Fleishma.n, E. F. Harris and H. E. Burtt,
I.eadg_J.:§.hiP--8119.- Su1)f:.r:yJs i,.21l_ in Irydustry (Columbus, Ohio:

State University, Bureau of Educational Research, 1955).

Ohio

Jl
exnmple Ell-iot3 7 reported that job enlargement augmented job
satlsfaction. Morse &nd ReimcrJ 8 reported tha.t favorable
worker attitudes toward management resulted whenever there
was an increase in their influence on decision ma.king.

They

also reported that this was likewise true ·whenever the workers were permitted greater participation in problem solving
and goal setting.

These positive changes in attitude point

to the necessity for esteem fulfillment by employment that is
personally challenging and socially significant.
Schaffer39 studied job satisfaction as related to need
satisfaction among 72 employed men, most of whom were in professional and semi-professional occupations.
the following;

His theory held

"0Verall satisfaction will vary directly with

the extent to which those needs of an individual which can be
satisfied in a job are actually satisfied; the stronger the
need 0 the more closely will job satisfaction depend on its
fulfillment . . • •

The most accurate prediction of overall

job satisfaction can be made from the measure of the extent
of which each person's strongest two or three needs are
J7J. D. Elliot, "Increasing Office Productivity Through

Job Enlargement," in The Hvm~_n Side of the Office Iv1an~er'
Job (New York 1 American rv1a11ag€ffient-Ass"ociati-on, Off";'Ice

s

Management Series), No. 1)5, 3015.

38 Nancy C. Morse a.nd E. Reimer, "The Experimental
Change of a Major Organizational Variable," Journal of Ab~1 Social PG:f:Ch!:'·~~2g.y, .52 (1956) :120-129. - · - - - · ·

39R. H. Schaffer, "Job Satisfaction as Related to Need
Satisfaction in Work,"

Psycho1ogicf!1.1!2J1S!.rn.b:~,

1 (19.5.3) :)64.
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satisfied."

Similar to this is the theory of Hoppock 40 who

wrote,
Job satisfaction depends upon the extent to which the job
that we held raeets the needs that we feel it should meet.
The degree of satisfaction is determined by the relation
between what we have and what we want.
Bordin and his associates 41 developed an an~lytical
scheme which highlighted the importance of early experience's

to occupational choices.

Gratification of needr;; comes

through "· . . repeated weaving back and forth between job
analysis, personality traits and assumptions regarding childhood experiences which generate • • • traits."

rrhe fallowing

assumptions we:re made concerning the basic need gratifying
activities that work offers individualss
1.

A continuity development (exists) which links the
earliest work of the organism in food getting and
mastery of the body and coping with the stimulation
of the environment, to the most highly abstract and
complex of intellectual and physical actlvities.

2.

The complex adult activities retain the same instinctual source of gratification as the simple
infantile ones.

J.

Although the relative strengths and configurations
of needs are subject to continual modification
throughout the life span, their essential pa.ttern
is determined in the first six years of life.

40Robert Hoppocl::,

~r.a tional

Inforrna ti on (New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 19b'°1), J5th edition.

41 E. S. Bordin, Barbara Nachman and s. J. Segal, "An
.Articulated Fra.Mework for Voca.t.ional Development," ,Journal
of Couns~ling__p~eh~~l..Qf~• 10 (196)) :107-117.
---
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As a working formula for needst Roe 42 was the most

articulate exponent of ff;aslow' s hierarchical classification.
In her view, it is an apt theory for getting beyond the mere
description of relevant data and for organizing it for mean-

ingful interpretation.
Rela.ti ve to Maslow• s classification of needs, she has
proposed certain basic hypothese_s: four of which are pertin-

ent to the present discussions
1.

The modes and degrees of need satisfaction determine
which needs will become the strongest motivators.
The nature of the motivation may be quite tmconscious.

2.

Needs satisfied routinely as they appear do not become unconscious motivators.

J.

Needs, for which even minimum satisfaction is rarely
achieved will, if higher order (as used by Ma.slow,
1954). become expunged or will, if lower ordero prevent th£? appearance of higher order needs and will
become dominant and restricting motivators.

4.

Needs, the satisfactions of which is delayed but
eventually accomplishedt will become unconscious
motivators, depending largely upon the degree of
satisfaction felt.
In a nationwide study of job satisfe.ction, Centers 43

discovered definite evidence for the existence of a hierarchy
of needs as reflected in a hierarchy of job value preferences.
A greater proportion of business, professional and other white
workers mentioned a variable of the work itself as a reason

42 Ann; Roe, "Early DetermJnants of Vocatio la..4--t~~

Jom:·r}al .2.f_Counseling PsychqlogJe, 4 (1957):J.

43R. Centers, "Occupational Mobility o

ti.onal Strata," America:r1 SocJ2logical Review,
203.

for liking the job than did rnanual workers, who more frequently mentioned economic rewards.

'I1he major finding of

this study was that middle class persons desired a job that

provided self expression, interesting experiences, social approval and opportunities for leadership.

People on the lower

end of the scale preferred a job offering security and money.
In a review of the results of studies concerned with
differences between social classes in regc:.rd to the value
attached to different features of work, Lyman44 found that a
greater number of respondents in higher income categories emphasized the nature of the work, congeniality and freedom.
Respondents in lower income categories emphasized the physica.1 ease of the work and economic benefits.

These findings can readily be interpreted in Light of
the theory on the hierarchy of needs.

Both socio-economic

groups reflect the reality of their own unique social and
occupational milieu.

The values noted reflect the need to

maintain (low income groups) ·a.nd enhance (upper income
groups) the self.

The last decade has witnessed an accelerated and inten<>

sified trend of emphasis on individual development.

The

awakening minority groups by word and action demanded that
they be thought of and treated as persons, apart from categorized characteristics.

They called for their quota of the

ItJ4:Elizabeth L. IJyman, "Occupationa.l Differences in the
Value Attached to Work," America11 Journal of Sociology, 61
(1955) :138-1411-.
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"better" jobs which would offer them satisfaction of more
than their ba.si.c physiological needs.

Thus, in 1970 Bennis 4 5

perceived in contemporary America a groping for new ways of
re-establishint:; the values of genuine culture:

From achieve-

ment to self-actua.lizationr from self control to self expressi-:>n; from independence to inter-dependencei from endurance
of stress to cr.pacity for joy; from fulf_emulovment

~

livesi from mechanistic form to organic form; and from competitive relations to collaborative relations.
No longe:r is full emplo;yment sufficient.

The employ-

ment must be part of life--a full life--which can be experienced by a self-actualizing employee, whether he is worl{ing

in the economic institutions of industry on a blue or white
collar job, or as a professional in the educational, legal,
medic~l

or other systems.

A review of the literature on the attitudes toward work
as these changed since the turn of the century reveals a
pattern of evolutionary growth parallel to the changes in
the psychological definition of human needs, a.s expressed by
Allport, Maslow, Rogers and the growth psychologists.

As the

"

perceptions and point of view of man changed, the activities
which filled

life and his attitudes toward them could
be expected to alter also. Reisman, et ai. 46 presented one
rn~n's

45warren Bennis, "Warren Bennis,

A Conversation, .. Psycholog.L19da.y, (February 1970), pp. 48-54 and 68-71.

46 Reisman, et al., The

Lonelz.~!.~wd.
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in-terpretation of this process, identified three types of social character and associated each with a stage of human economic development.

J\1oving from a subsistence society (ful-

filling only physiological neod.s) to a production society
(fulfilling the need for safety) to a consumption society
(built on

pt~estige),

individuals were submerged in the social

group and were considered secondary to it, their personal
development taking a second place in importance to group
norms and conformity to their demands.

The socialization

process of each period produced in turn the traditiondirected man, the inner-directed man and the other-directed
man.

The lonely crowd emerged with emotional needs unful-

filleda neighbors were strangers, concealing the true self by
conforming to rigid expectations, anxious about "belonging"
and being accepted.

Work, under such circumstances, was fre-

quently superimposed drudgery to be tolerated for the sake of
the financial reward which it brought because that "reward"
made possible the acquisition of what one needed to fulfill
his needs, as defined within the social situation of conformity.

The final stage called for an incorporation of the

j~b into one's life in such a meaningful way that it became

not just a

me~

of obtaining what was needed, but might be

in itself the fulfillment of a need.

This psychological

state has been described in different terms by various
1
writers: Vroom n called it "ego involvement with one's job;"
4'7H. Vroom, Work and Motivation (New York:
and Sons, 1964).

John Wiley
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Katz 48 described it as "intrinsic job saticfaction;" and
Slater 4 9 labelsd it "internalized motivation."

Tiedman and 0'Ha.ra50 developed the hypothesis that
"those people for whom the world of work has the greatest

meaning consonant with their own previously developed meaning
system will find the

gre~test

sati:.>faction in their work.

Relevant to thiG hypothesis. Brayf'ield, Wells and Strate5 1
investigated. the relationship between job satisfaction and
satisfaction with life ir1 general by administering the Brayfield-Rothe "Job Satisfaction Index" and the RundquistSletto "Morale Scale" to 41 male and 52 female white collar
workers employed by the government.

The Gtudy concluded that

job satisfaction and general satisfaction were positively and
significantly related among the males, but not among the females. What Roe5 2 has stated elsewhere may be helpful in
interpreting the influence of the factor of sex in the

·q:sD. Katz, "The Motivational Basis of Organizational
Behavior," Behavioral Scio~, 9 (1964) :131-146.

49carol W. Slater, "Some Factors Associated with Internalization of Motivation Towards Occupational Role Performar1ce.
Doctoral dissertation. University of Michigan, 1969,
0

50oavid

v.

Tiedman and Robert P. O'Hara, Career Dev~l2Emerrt t
C).1.2i.9~nd Ac~justment (New York: Colleg-eEntrance
Examination Bourd • 19bJ) P p. 51.

51Arthur H. Brayfield, Richard

Strate,

v.

Wells and Marvin W.

IntE';:t.Telationships Among Measures of Job Sa tisfaction and General Satisfaction," !d.Q.l.Y:~l of Applied Ps;ycholog;t: •

41

11

(1957):201~205.
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Brayfield, Wells, Strate study.

In Roe's view, it is very

probable that women generally select their occupation more
c8-5ually than do men, since for them the occupation is not of

primary importance.

The selection of an occupation for many

women is a decision of a more temporary nature.

The more

permanent ideal for most women, according to Roe, is the
self-concept of wife and mother.
§l!rmnarY.

The concept of self-actualization evolved from the
writings of growth psychologists, chief among whom were Allport, Maslow and Rogers.

Shostrom developed the "Personal

Orientation Inventory" as a measure of self-actualization.
Self-actualization is defined as the dynamic process of development of pE;rsonal potentialities, a positive urge to
maturity, movlng from the satisfaction of basic physical
needs to the highest levels of the psychological, social and
mental.

Bugental' s group experiment lended support to the

position of self-actualization theorists that self-actualization tends to be a matter of degree and frequency and not
art

all or none affair.
Of

the

OVf!r

130 studies conducted to date using the

"Personal Orientation Inventory" as an instrument, nine were
related to the present study,

The subjects in six were

teachers and the "Personal Orientation Inventory" was used as
an instrument for the rtleasurcment of self-actualization in
all nine.

The investigations of Flanders, Provcst and
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Be.nmen and Capelle demonstrated that group processes led to
significant change ir1 the direction of growth for the teach-

ers who participated.

The Dandes, the Mace and the Murray

studies inquired into teacher characteristics (like the present study).

The Green, Masucci and Ford studies selected

subjects other than teachers, that is, students and school
princip9.ls • and rela.ted their degree of self-actualization

to some quality associated with occupation, namely, aspiration to, perception of and open and closed climate schools.
The present study is related to the above-mentioned research 9 but it differs specifically from it insofar as it
introduces a direct relationship between the variables of
self-actualization and teacher job 3atisfaction.
Job satisfaction, the second major concept in the proposed study, has also developed by an evolutionary process
paralleling somewhat that of self-actualization.

Industrial

psychologists were initially concerned with the technology of
personnel selection and placement in order to promote greater
efficiency on the job.

Subsequently, human relation re-

searchers
gave greater emphasis to identifying the deter,,
minants and correlates of the attitudes of members in an
organization toward their roles in that same organization.
Interest in deriving general theories capable of explaining
beha:viora.l phenomena arose a.t a much later date.
Accordingly, the primary focus of many investigations
was to question workers concerning {1) the supervision they

received (Kerr, Koppelmeir and Sullivani Fleishman, Harris
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and Burtt) r (2} the policies of the company for which they

worked (Baumgartel, Jacobson. Wickert, Morse and Reimer)
(J) their promotional opportunities (Elliot); and

relations with their co-workers (Van Zelst).

a

(4) their

The data accu-

mulated by these and other researchers far outstripped the
develoi: 1ncmt of theories capable of explaining them.
1

During the past twenty-five years, psychologists of
various theoretical and methodological persuasions have
attempted to fit as many findings as possible into some coherent framework.

Schaffer, Hoppock and Bordin have in-

vcstigated job satisfaction as related to need satisfaction.
Roe adopted with some success Maslow's hierarchical classifice.tion as a. coherent and comprehensive framework for her

discoveries.

The investieations of both Lyman and Centers

produced results that were supportive evidence for the
existence of a hierarchy of needs as they were reflected in
a hierarchy of job preferences.
Bennis and Reisman through their writings and/or research moved the concept of job satisfaction into even more
meaningful
levels by proposing that until a person's work (or
,,
his job) is accepted as part of a

fulL1_if~

(implying self-

actualization possibilities), it cannot give full satisfaction.

Tiedman and O'Hara likewise proposed that people whose

world of work is consonant wi.th their overall constellation
of values will achieve greater satisfaction on the job.
Brayfield r Wells a.nd Strate tested a similar hypothesis by a

r
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study relating job satisfaction to satisfaction with life in
A positive relationship was found for males 9 but

"'"' e""",

g~)Ji

;_U~..1,.•

not

:f.'('l'.'

females.

Bacl{ground fa.ctors of prestige of job and

dee:ree of challenge and responsibility required by the job.
may have been

p~.rtie.lly

responsibl8 for the sex differences.

'I'hus8 an investigation of the related literature has

revealed that some research has already been carried out in
areas

th~. t

overlap the present study, but each differs con-

siderably from it.

,.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
The present chapter describes the sample. the datagather.i.11g procedures and the instruments used in coll$cting

tte data.

It also states the statistical hypothesos and ex-

plains the methods of analyzing the data.
The Subiet"!ts

_ _ _ _ _ _ _,.J'.___: : _

The subjects used in this study were full-time elementar::rt junim..'.' high scho1..1l r:md secondary school te:£u::hers registr:r·<:d <:i.s gra.dug,te
1,oyola

Univ.:~rsit:y

in the School of' Education at

~~tudents

of Chicago dm:-ing the first

1972 ... 19r13 academic year.
ti on inquir!-.;d whetht1r

~.

f:~emr~ster

of the

Since the probJ.m11 und.cr inve stiga-

person• s sa tis.faction in teaching as

a.n occupation is related to his degree of self-actualization,
only full-time teachers were considered for this study,
Furthermore~

only

full,~timc

teacher~

·who were registered as

graduate studGr•tfl were as1rnd to p'.'.lrticipa.te for, other things
be 1.n;:; equa.l, teachers who aspire to g.caduate studies are presumc~d

to be i.nterestE:'d in maximizing their potential a.s edu-

caters and their psychc1ogical growth to greater m8.turity,
autonomy and persona.l integration.
There were also p:;:actical considerations in selecting

tho St'!hool of Education to provide the sub,jccts for this study.

Inanmuch

a~'

the School of Education at Loyola University
l~2

4J
;w~:

rno:. e studor1ts regi::>tered for graduate degrees than any
1

other area in the arts and sciences, it was expected that
morf~

fer

full-time teachers would be available in this department
particip~·,tion

in this study.

Finally, since the present

wr:.\.te:i:: is a doctoral candidate in the School of Education, it
was further expected tha.t there would be both

est in this

rr~sear.ch

gre~ ter

inter·~

project and greater cooperation from t}rn

subjects within the School of Education.
Freedom from bias was a primary concern in the selection of the sub ,jects.

The random choice of the first semester

of the 1972-1.973 academic year helped to assure that the subjects for this study would be truly representative, inasmuch

as any semester had the same probability of being selected.
Additional means were emplo;yed to assure that representative

subjects would participate in this study.

Only subjects who

were currently e:nr.olled for courses that are required of all

graduate students in the School of Education were eligible to
participate, namely, Foundations of Education:
410 - Soc::al Foundations of Education
420 - Phi:tosophy of Education

4JO - Educat5onal Psychology
The subjects who were er:rolled in these required
courses were representEttive since it could be assumed that

teachers who were enrolled fc1r a required course were representative of the t::-achers enrolled in the School of Educaticm.

In this way the study aimed at safeguarding the ability to
make:~

accurate inferences regarding similar population values.
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A further aim of this study was to specify in detail
the methoC.s and the procedures that were used to gather the
data so tf1at others could replicate the investigation in
order to detr:rmine whether or not essentially the same re-

At the outsetr the aid of the Chairperson of the Foundations ol' Education Department was enlisted to gain the
cooperation of o.11. professors who were currently teaching
courses required of a.11 graduate students in the School of
Educat.ion.

Once this was accomplished, a graduate faculty

member fx·om the School of Education made the visitations to

the

specific~d

classrooms in order to administer the inven-

tories and the "Personal Information Sheet."
Before a.ny materials were distributed, the nature of

the reseeu:-ch project was brief'ly explained to the graduate

studantc.

According to graduate office records, 283 indivi-

duals were currently enrolled in one or more of the required

cour£;es.

It we.s llinnounced that (1) only those who were

gTaduatc students in the School of Educs.tion and (2) only

those who hacl contracted to teach full-time during the
current ;;-,.cademic year in an elementary, junior high or sec-

ondary :::>c!1ool were eligible to participate in the research

project,
hundr(?d

The anonymity of all volunteers was assured.
twenty-E~~ve:n

One

individual packets containing the "Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory," and the Brayfield-Rothe "Index

of Jot Satisfacti.o:n.

0

and the "Personal Information Sheet"
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were distributert to those who met those two requirements and
who volunteered to participate in the project.
The importanee of f ol.J.owing all directions and answering all q uesti.ons were emphasized.

The subjects were en·"

couragecl to go b;.;;.ck and try again to answer itc:ms omitted the
first time through.

Finally, the partic:i:pants were inc t:cucted

to return all the p::tpers in the s&ma manila envelope at the
next clar.;s meeting.
that time.

Eighty-seven vickets were returned at

On that same occasion a personal follow-up appeal

was made to those graduate students in attendance who had
failed to return their packets.

They were encouraged to com-

plete the inventories and to return them at the next class
meeting.
was

Inquiries we-r.e made at the appointed times, but it

learn~d

that no additiontil packets had been returned.

Since no one had responded to the first follow-up appeal, a
second follow-up call was not made,

The rate of returns,

which was 68.5% of the total, was accepted as representative,
since the sampling procedures were compatible with standard
methods of valid ra.ndom sampling. 1 Six inventories were incomplete and thus were discci.rded.

In making this judgment,

the general rule of the Personal Or·ients.tion .f!!anual 2 was
followed.

The manual recommends that the answer sheet should

1 William G. Cochran~ §§lmP].ing-1.f£hnj.g~es (New York i
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19DJ), pp. 355-.392. 2nd edition.
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be consid0r0d invalid when the examinee made no mark in
either column (no ctnsv;er) or when he marked both columns

(multiple Hnswers) on more than fifteen items.

The statisti-

cal analyGis was performed on the 81 remaining answer sheets.
1r1st1"umentrt
on
_
.... --..,- ti __
..........

-·---~

...,.,.

The relevant data for this study was collected by self
report inventories.

The subjects provided these self-de-

scriptions by means of Shostrom•s "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the Brayfield-Rothe .. Index of Job Satisfaction.."
A "Personal Information Sheet" was also employed to gather
information about the subjects concerning selected personal
variables (Appendices Band C, pp. 135 and 138).
The

Per~o:r~~1ta tiolJ

Iny2ntqr.x_

The "Personal Orientation Inventory" was developed by
Dr. Everett Shostrom to measure the level of a person's selfIt consists of 150 two-choice behavior and

o.ctualization.
value judgments.

'l'radi tionally, diagnostic instruments were

used to assess the pathology of a person.

·rhe •?Personal

O:cientation Inventory" met the need for a more positive appr·oach to measuring mental heal th in terms of self-actualiz-

ing concepts.

It also provides guidelines for further psy-

chological growth.
I:n composing the "Pc:csonal Orientation Inventory,"
Shostrom utilized several dimensions, namely, Maslow•s con-

cept of self-actualization: Reisman, Glazer and Denny's
sys tern of inner-- other dircctedness f and May 0 Angel and

Ellenberg~s,

tion.

as well as Perls•, concepts of time orienta-

He also utilized the research and theoretical formu-

lations of a number of other writers in Humanistic, Existential and Gestalt Personality Theory.

Chief among these

writers were Fromm, Horney, Rogers, Buhler and Ellis.
Shostrom also ma.de his own original contribution in the composition of the "Personal Orientation Inventory."

He ob-

served the value judgments of healthy people and disturbed
clinical patients.

As a result, he was able to select the

items for his inventory, which in his judgment reflected the
value orientations which are commonly held and which are
seen to be important in the development of self-actualization.
The total of 150 items compose twelve separate scales in
the "Personal Orientation Inventory."

ShostromJ described the

tweJ.ve scales in the following manner:

Tc

TIME COMPETENCEa

Time Competence scale measures de-

gree to which one is "present" oriented as contrasted with
the time incompetent person who.lives primarily in the

past~

with guilts, regrets and resentments and/or in the future,
with idealized goals, plans, expectations, predictions and
fears.
I

INNER SUPPORTa

The inner support scale measures

whether reactivity orientation is basically toward others or
self.
Jshostrom, EITS Manual for the Personal Orientation Inp. 6,

ventor~,

SAV

SELF-ACTUALIZING VALUE 1

Measures a.ffirrna ti on of a

pr:i.rr:<'ry value of self• ;;;_ctualizine people, i.e., whether the
4

individual holds and lives by values of self-actualizing
people.
Ex

Measures ability to situationally

EXISTENTIALITYz

or E:xistentlally react wi thou.t rigid adherence to principles.
F'r

FEELING REAC'I'IVITY:

Measures sem;i ti vlty of respon-

siveness to one's own needs and feelil'1gs.
S

SPONTA!'>i'EITY:

Measures freedom to react spontane-

ously or to be oneself.

Sr

SELF REGARD:

Measures affirmation of self because

of worth and strength.
Sa

SELF ACCEPTANCE s

Measures affirmation or

accept-

ance of self iu spite of one's weaknesses or deficiencies.
Ne

NATURE OF NlAN:

Measures degree of the

constructive

view of the nature of man, whether man is essentially good.
Sy

SYNERGY:

Measures ability to transcend dichotomies,

i.e., the ability to see opposites of life as meaningfully
related.
A

ACCEPTANCE OF AGGRESSION:

Measures ability to ac-

cept one's natural aggressiveness as opposed to defensiveness.
denial and rE-;pression of aggression.
C

CAPACITY FOR INTIMATE CONTAC'r:

rv:easures ability to

dE:velop conb:ictful :ntima.te relationships with other human

beings, unencumbered

by

expectations and obligations.

The standard s.nswer sheets of both the "Personal Orien-

tation Inventory" and the Brayfield-Hothc "Index of Job

r
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Ss.t:lsfe.ction•~

Wcr(-? hand

scor~~d

by thiB writer.

the "Personal Or"i.r-c.ntation lnve.11tory,

11
•

In scoring

the recom.vnendations of

.
the Manual J} were :foll owe d ~ 1.. t dire;cts
t h at

\
tiie

scores f 'or th e

rrime Competence Scale a.nd the Inner Directed Scale be used in
preference to

th~:

ratio scores for correlational or other

stati:::tical a.no.lyscs, due to the statistical complexities of
the ratio

scor8~.

Shostro1;,. :i·eports reliability coefficients :f'or the major
scales of Time Competence and Inner Directedness at .91 and

.93, respectively, and coefficients for the subscales from

,55 to .85.

OthQr studies have reported test-retest relia-

billty coef:ficients for the two major scales of ·• 71 and • 77

s.nd reliability
from .52 to .82,

co~ff icients

for the ten subscales ranging

Although these latter reliability coeffi-

cients are not so high as those reported by

Shostrom~

in gen-

eral the test-retest reliability obtained for the "Personal
Orientation Inventory" are at a level as high as that reported for most personality measures.
Kerlinger5 points out, however, "The major problem in
personslity measures is content validity.

While reliability

is a technical m!',tter, content validity is not so treatable.
'l'o a.ns'Ner the vnlidi ty question, 'Are we measuring what we
Ii,

-·

_ _ .._

'Shostrom 11 EI.TS Manual for the
ygmto::-y,, p. 7.

Personal_Jrri;~&nt~ion

In-
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th.in1c we a.re mf;-;.suring?' is a complex and difficult task."

The principal validity studies significantly differentiate
between individuRls who have attained a relatively high level
of S(;lf-actuo.lization and those who showed little evidence of
such development.

Shostrom reported a significant differ-

enti2tion on tnn scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" to be at the .01 level and on one sea.le at .05.

scale, the Nature of

Man~

One

was not found to differentiate

sufficiently.

The "Indt:x of Job Satisfaction" was developed by Arthur
H. Brayfield and Harold F. Rothu. Delbert c. Miller 6 has
recommended that the Brayfield and Rothe "Index of J·ob Satis-

faction" should be the instrument of choice when a general

measure of job satisfaction is desired.

As a working ap-

proach for the construction of the scale, it was assumed that
job satisfaction could be recognized by the individual's attitude or expression of feeling toward his job or profession.
An attitude scale would permit the quantification of the ex-

press ion of feeling.
'11he

following requirements were formulated as desirable

attitudes of an attitude scale designed to provide a useful
index of job satisfactions
(}'

(1) it should give an index of an

Delbert c. Millcrt H~ndbook of Research Desi~n and Social Measurc::10nt (New Yorkl--D-a_v_,i_d_rr-.c-K_a_y_·_c_o.inpany, I~c., 1970)'.
pp-:---2b'1·-27T."""'""-:~nd edi ti0n.
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"ovc:r·c.11" job so.tisfaction rr.i. thcr than specific as pee ts of
(2) lt should be applicable to a wide variety of jobsi (3) lt should be
titud~;
ins~

s~~nsi'tive

to variations in at-

(4) the items should be of such a nature (interest-

reali:5 tic, varied) that the scale would evoke co opera-

tion from both amployoes and management; (.5) it should yield
.. : ~ 1 ,
re1~uJ~e

a

1 d y1e.
• d ex; (6) 1
. t s h ou~
' ld a va.i 1· d in
. dex; (7) 1. t
in

sho1.11d be brief and easily scored.

The construction of this scale was made a class project
in Personnel Psychology at the University of Minnesota in the
fall of 1943.

Seventy-seven men cooperated.

Items referring

to specific aspects of tho job were eliminated since an "over-

all" attitudinal factor was desired.
ta.i:ns eighteen items.

The present index con-

The Likert scoring system of five cate-

gories of agreement-disagreement wa.s applied to each item.
The items were selected so that the satisfied end of the
scale

We.S

indicated by STRONGLY AGREE and AGREE for half of

the :items and by STRONGLY DISAGREE and DISJ..GREE for the other
half.

The neutral

responst=~

is UNDECIDED.

The Lik:ert scoring

weights for each item range from 1 to 5 and the range of
·~

possible total scores was 18 to 90 with 54 (UNDECIDED) as the
neutral point.
The rcvit:ed scale, which is the one used in this study,
was adminiEtered a.s pBrt of a

office employees.

l~.rger

study of 2.Jl female

The split-half method of estimating the

reliability of the testing process was employed.
were equally divided into odd and even numbers.

The items
The
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"

reliability coefficient cmnputed for this sample was ,77.
wa~1

It

corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula to . 87.

Evidence for high validity of tha "Index of Job Satisfac~tion"

rests upon the nature of the items and the use of

an outside criterion.

The Brayfield-Rothe "Index of Job Sat-

isf;;.c:tim-,.H was administered to 91 adult students in classes

in Personnel Psychology at the University of Minnesota.

'rhe

assumption was made that those persons employed in occupations appropriate to their expressed interest should, on the
average, be more satisfied with their jobs than those members
of the class employed in occupations inappropriate to their
expressed interest in personnel work.
divided, accordingly, into two groups.

The 91 persons were
A comparison was then

made between the mean scores for the two groups on the job

satisfaction index.

The difference of 11.5 points separating

the means of the two groups is significant at the .01 level.
The most systematic attempt to develop an index of job
satisfaction previously was the one made by R. Hoppock in
the early 1930's.

The product moment correlations between

the scores on the "Hoppock Blank" and the Brayfield-Rothe

"Index of Job Satisfaction" was .92.7

'1rriille;:· Handbook of Researc_h q9sign and Social. Meas~rpent.
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Hypothesis One considers the relation of a person's
satisfn<.;tion in teaching as an occupation a.nd his degree of
sc1f-act11alh~ation.

This hypothesis is bz.sed on the ration-

ale presented in the review of the literature.
H 1s
11

The correlation between the

tw<~lve

scale!3 of the

Personal Orientation In:ventory" and the degreG of teaching

satisfaction as measured by the "Index of Job Satisfaction"
is not greater than zero.
Selected personal. variables describing the subjects
were also introduced to maximize the sensitivity of this studyp since they might have some relation to the results.
Whil~~

there are limits to the amount of in.formation that can

be reasonably obtained in any re.search, the more information
gained about the subjects, the greater the likelihood of discovering potentially important rela.tionships.

The

h~/potheses

tha.t follow consider the personal variables that describe the

subjects cf this study and the de&ree of their relationship
to the dc:pendent variables of

self~actualization

and job sat-

isfaction.
Ra.tionnle for Hypotheses Two and Three: I'rl-"'·r0r:1Br emd
Shostrom8 point out that age is a significant, factor .in psy-

the two stages.

·sL.

Dur.i.11g stage one (from ldrth to J.5 years)

M. Bra.mmer and E. I,, Shostrom, T.h.er:,g_peu:~;ic P~.Y9~!_oPrentice Hall, Inc., 1.968), p. SS.- 2nd

lo_gy (New Jersey:
edition.

~·
t
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the pE'·.ne>oil becomes social5.zed into

h~.~ cuJtnr'~,

Jf>:::.:·~rJi:-ig

1

ec 0 noDlc n~d physicnl environment~.

H~

Moving into Rdulthood?

chooses a state of life which ordinarily
'

l.G l:r:.t.c:ciage and establishes a

patte~r'

I

of 11vinr-;.

After· 35 he bo:;omes more stable p co:nsolidn.ting. his
He :nc 1rmgc:i:: gropes un.decidedly, but moves v1ith

gaL·c.

greater facility because habits have already been formed and
. v. ' ,..,
v,1»

an:.,'( de0p0ned insight that

ez~eriencc

bringa, the person may

c(·ti:t::cibutr" or ip:i:p!'!.l t.1nd creFLtive works to

society~

at the

same tlme becoming aware that his physical strength and
J.. ~'\e_>,·· 1 15.ng cEtpt:tbili ties h.avE! begun to diminlsh.
evt.:.luati~)n

c.nd examination of vallies

aftf~r

There is more

35 and a

Ge1l.rchJ.ng

-I

for ste.bilit.y a:nd permanence rather throm for new ex,pariences

and

cl'•.cmg<~.

Dur5r~g

the second str1ge a person tends to decide

on a way of life in which he and those he loves find support

Six subgroups were sea.led on the "Personal Information
"

Sheet" for the "age" variable.
subgroups, namely, teachers 35

They were rescaled into two
ye~_rs

teachers )6 years of aga or older.

of age or younger and

The teachers in the first

subgroup numbered 60 and the teachers in the second subgroup
numbered 21.
H 2i

Teachers J5 yearB of age or younger will not

r
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diJ~~.fC:i:.

in

sc1f~·a.ctualization

from teachcr3 J6 years of a.go or

older.
HJ:

Teachers 35 years of uge or younger will not 'differ

in job satisfaction from teachers J6 years of age or older.
Ratior1~.::i.1e

for

fc.cto:i:·s i:nhsi:i:·ent in

H~rpotheses

UH'.'!

Four and Five

i

Both hio1 1)t:i.cal

ma.J e: <u:-irl female and cult.urzi.l factors

teachers numbered 21 and female teachers numbered 60.
H 4:

Teachers who are male will not differ in self-ac-

tualization from teachers who are female.
H 5:

reachers who are ma.le will not differ in job satis-

1

f;;i.,ct.ion from teachers who are female.
Rationale for HypothesP.s Six and Seven:

di.f:fer in their orientation to\n1.rd religion.

Individue.1.s

Some Religious

are teachers who have taken a vow of obedience regarding their
worlt assignment,

numbered 76.

Laypersons who participated in this study

There were no priests among the subjects, but

five Religious did participate in this investigation.
H 6a

Teachers who a.re laypei·sons will not differ in

sclf-actualiz.ation from teachers who are Religiqus.
H 7a

Ter:,chers who arc laypersons will not differ in job

satisfaction from tea.chers who are Religious.
Rationale for Hypotheses Eight and Nine a

Miller9

9 r. W. Miller, Q_\ds!.~ric:e Pr ir~iElc~s and Services (New
Yorks Harper and Row, 1966), p. 7b. 2nd edition.
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or "the total

dev(~lopment

vdth a relatively larger

of' the child, 11 while the sec onda.ry

nu:nbf~r

of students r most of whom arc

with him fc·r only a. sm<:ill part of each day.
tt~).t comp~rtrr!r·nta.liZt".tion

t:t

r:,ore stnwtu-r.al r less

P1::tl'D ti on

schools.

He discovers

0f sul:>ject ma.tter forces h.im into

flexible~

is t therefore, more

role in thG cla.s·1room.

sp~;;cific

The

for the junior high and

Elementary teachers numbered 54 in this study.

Junior high tea.chers numbered 18 and secondary teachers num-

H 8:

Elementary teachers, junior high teachers and

secondary tea.che:rs will not diff'er a.mong themsebms in regard

to aelf-actualization.
C·

H 9i

Elementary teachers, junior high teachers and

secondary teachers will not differ among themselves in regard

to job satisfaction.

Rationale for Hypotheses Ten and Elevenr

The choice

b0tween the public cn1d the private school system may be due.
to one or ?!lore fr1ctors, namel:f r commitment to reinforcing

ChriBtian values, ease of disciplining stucients, job

~
r
~·
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avs:ilnbili.ty~

lie sc!'wol

H 101

prmnimity, r.mJe.ryj fringe benefits& etc.

t(-'!~!,chers

Pub-

in this study numbered 61 and pr i va to

Public school teachers will not differ in self-

actu"?.lizatiori from private school teachers.

H llr
i;.>~~ect.ion

Public school teachers will not differ in job satfrom private school teachers.

Ra tion~,.le for Hypotheses Twelve and 'Ihirteen i

Many

fact0:c·s account for lo'Ner or higher achievement in urban

schools including the economic disadvantages of cities in
compr~.rifwn

Teacher's in the suburbs also have

to suburbs.

more: con.tact with the high.er-status and higher achif;ving pu-

p5.l;;; than these who are usually found 5-n u.rban areas.
jects

tl~a.ch.ing

Sub-

in urban areas in this study numbered 47 and

subje:J,cts teaching in suburban a.roas numbered J4.
H 121

Urban teaehers will not differ in self-actualiza-

tion from suburban teachers.
H 1.3:

Urban teachers will not differ in job satisfaction

frcL11 suburban teachers.

Rationale f'o:c Hypotheses Fourteen and Fifteen:

The

~

M:,ster • s degree is usually coms idercd to be the minimum
amount of tr.a.:i.ning in a specific a.rea of knowledge for the
"prof(rnsional" teach1:?r.

'rhe "master" teacher performs tasks

that a.re o.f more than usual difficulty, pursues a long period
o:f preparation, resulting in attainment of a high degree of
skill and knowledge.

Four subgr·oups were scaled on the "Per-

sonal Information Sheet" for the variahle of "academic
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prepaTa. ti.on."

Th(;y have

l;;1t:~n rescr.;;lt~d

into two subgroups,

namely o teachers with less than a Master' o degree a.nd teachers with a Master's degree or beyond.
•

Ter.l.cherr;i

in this study

that had less than a rr;aster' s deg-x·ec numbered 68.

Teachf;rs

that had a Master·' s degree or credit hou.rs beyond it numbered

13.
H 14s

Teache~s

with less than a Master's degree will not

differ in self-nctualization from teachers with a Masteris degree or beyond.

H 15=

Teachers with less than a Master's degree will not

differ in job

s&..t~sfaction

from teachers with a Master's de-

gree. or beyond.

Rationa.le :for Hypotheses Sixteen and Seventeeni

Teach-

ers ma;,.· be classified as:

"Probationary•" those who have taught five years or less.
During this period, commencing with their entrance into the
cla.ssroom, teachers gs.in experiential knowledge and insights
by which they lf1arn whether career teaching will satisfactorily meet those needs which are ordinarily associated with
j?b sntisfacticn.

They ftlso learn during these first years

something about how they may qualify for advancement in this
occupation.

"Experienced," those who have six to fifteen years of
teaching experience and who have at least implicitly committed themselves to a life-time cr-treer.

These teachers have

ordinarily completed their professional training, e.g.,
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graduate de~rees.

According to Baldwin~ 10 the young adult

entering this stabilization stage studies his worJt to see how

•
+·
Ol. . [~C:.~1J_ZF-i. ll Jc0!'1S.

He looks for addit.ional means of demonstrat-

inb'{jbl.lity and of ms.king contacts which lead to better job

·' .P.rofessional, 0 those who have taught more than fifteen
yer:::.rs and hav0 obtained proficiency in their

subj~:ct

field.

This implies th!3.t the tea.cher has completed his graduate
wo:rk Fu1c.

-~~h:).t

his

P~'rson.al

growth has ber:n considered satis-

At this level, there are likely to be changes that

f&ctory.

· involve ::lhi.ft:inr fr::'m doing \'J•J:d;: to planning and supervising

it.

Se:i:~or·i.ty

Pl::c- hr5ngs adv8.ntages in pay, in security or

tnnur.e 0 in privileges and in symbols of status.
Five subgroups were scaled on the "Personal Information
Sheet" for the variable of "years of teaching experience."
They have been rescaled into three groups, namely, teachers
who have taught five years or less, teachers who have taught
six to fifteen years and teachers who have taught more than
s~xteen

yea.rs.

Teachers in the first subgroup numbered 39;

teachers in the second subgroup numbered 35 and the teachers
in the third subgroup numbered 7.
H 16:

Teachers who have had fi.ve years of teaching ex-

perience, teachers who have had from six to fifteen years and

---Io~.

(NPw Yorkt

L. Ealdwinp Behavior and
Dryden, Inc:-, 1955T.. ·

Develo:erri~nt

in Childhood
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teachers who have had sixteen or more years of teaching experience will not differ among themselves in regard to selfactual iza t ion.
H 17:

Teachers who have had five years of teaching ex-

perience, teachers who have had from six to fifteen years and
teachers who have 1'u?,d.

s:lxt:~en

or more years of teaching ex-·

pe:cience will not differ among themselves in r·egard to ,; ob
satit~faction.

Rationale for Hypotheses Eighteen and Nineteen:
est~

aptitude and

ac~1demic

Inter-

preparation contribute to choiee

o.f teaching level and subject field.

Teachers who were teach-

ing their course smd/or grade level preferences ·in this study
..I "'1"b~~r·ed
67• •
'{,. . .. .
J.. ~..,.vs

Teachers who were not teaching

and/or grad~ leYel preferences numbered r/,

thr~

lr course

Teachers who were

tea.ehing only some of their course and/or grade level preferences likewise numbered 7,
H 18:

Teachers who are currently teaching their course

and/or gra.de level preferences~ teachers who are not teaching

their course and/or grade level preferences and teachers who
a:i:e

teaching only some of their course and/or grade level

preferences will not differ among themselves in regard to
self-actualization.
H 19:

Teachers who are currently teaching their course

and/or grade le'\rel preferences, teachers who are not teaching
their course and/or grade level preferences and teachers who
are teaching only ~ome of their course and/or grade level
preferencor; will not differ among themselves in regard to job
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fl

r

f"

Rationale for Hypotheses Twenty and Twenty-One i

Tcach-

ers r-,nd couns3lors have imrnediate and direct contact with

stud0nts in meeting their respon3ibilities to society to produce competent& well motivated and productive citizens.
School a.dministrators and supervi::rnrs are primarily master
plz«nncrs of school policies and objectives, discerners of

need D.nd achievement, possessors of some knowledge of school
finances and community liaison persons.

Five subgroups were

scaled on the "Personal Information Sheet" for the variable
11

cc-,reer goals."

They have been rescaled into two subgroups,

n3.mely, career teachers and counselors and school administrators and supervisors.
study numbered 42.

Career teachers and counselors in this

Administrators and supervisors numbered

23.
H 20s

Teachers who aspire to be career teachers or coun-

selors will not differ in self-actualization from tea·:hers
who aspire to be school administrators or supervisors.
H 21#

Teachers who aspire to be career teachers or

counselors will not differ in job satisfi;tction from teachers
who aspire to be school administrators or supervisors.
Method of Analvsis

_,_,,.______

-. .. , J . i -

For Hypothesis One, the appropriate statistical technique for measuring the relationship between self-actualization and teaching satisfaction is the Pearson product-moment

coefficient of correlation.

The correlation coefficients in
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this study will determine the relative strength of the association between the results of each of the twelve scales of
the

11

Pc:i.... sonal Orientation Inventory"

"IndE:X of Job Satisfaction."

ar~d

the score on the

In order to set up confidence

limitG Rnd interval::-; and to gain in general any inferences

concerning the accuracy of sample r's not near zeroo it was
nr::ce2;r:H:::cy to resort to Fisl1er 1 s r to Z transformation procedurc~.

r.I he
1

intent of Hypothesis One was to determine thE:l ef-

fectiveness of the npersonal Orientation Inventory" as an index of job satlsfa.ction.

The multiple correlation (R) be-

tween the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientatio11 Inventory" talten collect:tvely and the criterion variable, the

sccre of the "Index of Job Satisfaction," were computed to
idf.:nti:i:'y the maximum predictive relationship between the

variables.

Then a stepwise multiple correlation (R) was

computed beginning with the most predictive scale of the
0

Personal Orienta.tion Inventory."

Addi tiona.l scales were

added to the step:;ise multiple R in the order in which they
contributed maxir:.ally to the prediction.

Scales were con-

side::ced to add meaningful:Ly to the strengths of the prediction only when they did not decrease the significance of the
stepwise multiple R to a level below the most predictive
scaJe. 11
11
~f. P. Guilford, [:'.:l.!idamental Sta. tis tics in Ps,ycholo~
and Edy.cation (New York: IvicGraw-Hill, 1942). p. 162 and ff'.

6J
personal variable in Hypotheses Two through
r_rw011ty~·(J::Ji:'-'

was

subdi vid.ed into appropriate subgroups.

The

mean t1c ores of thes1:? individual subgroups were computed and
pa.ired with three of the twelve scale scores of the "Personal

crr5::nt;::.tion Inventory" and the single score of the
Joh SatJsfaction."

0

Ind.ex of

The thres scales of the "Personal Orien-

tation Invc-ntor;yn that were used fo::.."' this statistical analy-

sis nre the Time Competence Scale, Inner Directed Support
Scale s.nd Self-Actualizing Value Scale, According to
Klavettr~r and Mogar, 1 2 these three scales of Shostrom' s

11

Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory" account for almost all of the

Inventory' s variance.
A t test wa.s used to CC)mpa:re the difference between

the mean scores of thoAe personal variables which were divided into two subgroups.

The independent vari(!bles for this

statistical analysis were age, sex, status, system in which
currently teaching, academic preparation and career goals.

The dependent variE.bles were self-actualization and job satisfaction,

One-way analysis of variance were used to deter-

mine the significance of differences among mean scores for
each of the subgroups, under the personal variables of teaching level, teaching experience and course and/or level pre.ferEmce~:;:,

using both depend•::?nt variables of self-actualiza-

ticn and job satisfaction.
---~ ...

-----Kl ave-c 1.er an d

.~R • vr:..

R. E • i11ogar,
M
"St a b"l"t
l 1 y an d I nternal Consistency Measure of Actualization," Psycholo.gical
P~I22.rt~1,, 21 ( 1914.7 ') 1 lt-22-424.
'k

r
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'I'hroughout this study the • 05 probability level of sienificance was considered an acceptable criterion level.
Simple and multiple correlations were computed by employing the Bio-Medical Packages (BMD-021.t).

All t tests and the analysis of variance were computed
by

employing the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSSH) Version 5.01.

CHAPrER IV
ANALYSIS OF Tlili RESULTS, SUl'f1MARY AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of thln chapter is to present an analysis

of the results which pertain to the hypotheses of this research.

The results of the correlational analysesp which

were clone between the twelve scales of the

'~Personal

Orienta-

tion Invantory• and thG single measure of the "Index of Job
3

Satisf'ac'ti.on, '' are presented firnt,

between thr:! personal va.riables of' the

Next the relationships
subje.~cts

and the de-

penclE::nt variables of seJ.f-actuali:!.ation and job satisfaction
are preser1ted.

A summary of the results and e. discussion

complete the chapter.
Analvsos
-----~-,,,..--

The f ollowi11g specific null hypotheses have been proposed for testingi
Hvpothes1s One
__

~---

.........

The correlation between self-actualization as measured
by the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory"

and tlw degree of teaching satisfaction as measured by the

"Index of Job

S~tisfaction"

is not gr.eater than zero.

Hypothesis One proposes that any relutionship between

the self··Hctualization of i.;(1achers and the satisfaction they

experi.t:·nce ln their profession will be non-significant.
Pear~rnn

A

product-moment correlation was the measure used to
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obtn. in th€:: degree of e:orrelati on between e:a.ch of tht-: twelve

scales of' the "l'crsonal Orientation Inventory" and the "Index

of Je;b Satisfaction."

At test was computed to assess the

significance of' the relationship between the two variables of
Sf~lf-·B.ctual.izct t.ion

and job satisfaction.

'J'he 9 5% confide:1ce

intcrv0.1 was co!r.puted for each ;r. according to the following
formula. 1 1

1

Z - z.02.5

<

<

A su.rnmr5.ry of the obtained r
of

th~

~:Personal

~ ~:;

z .... z • 0,...t:. ::>~
between the twelve scs.les

Orientation Inventory" o.nd the

0

Index of Job

Satisfaction," tog&ther with the results of the t tests and
the

significanc<~

levels are presented in Table 1.

The results failed to demonstrate a significant difference at the .05 probability level of significance for ten of
the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory."

However, the obtained t value of the Self-Actualizing Value
score was 2. 96 a!1d the obtained

was 3.15.

i value of the Synergy score

Both t values were significant at the .01 level

of probability.

As another measure of the relationship between teacher
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Tti.blc 1

P:roduc t
0

fooir1E!!1t

Co:c1.:«~lation

Coefficients of the

Personill Or.i.entation Ir1ventory"

(1;~

scales)

r.:1nd. the "Index of Job Sa tisfac ti on"

·--------

Teachers (n. 81)

POI

r

Tc
I
SAV

-.02
.)2

Ev
«

Fr

s

Sr
Sa.
Ne

Sy
A

c

-. 02

-.17

-.11

-.OJ

.09

-.09
• 20

.JJ

- • l.O

-.18

1
con95%
,
..f.l.o.ence

Interval

- •21+/. 20
~

"''/ r;.o
t:,.•<>·

·'

:ii;:6o

-.lH/o

05

31·"+,I o ...LJ...1
-.26/.19
- •

t

0.20
0.18

2.96
1.55
1.01

-.J2/.1J
• o·>
e.,...lI lt')

0.27
0.8)
0.80
1.81

• 11/. 62

.3. l 5

-

"

1·~1
,.,.!
t

e

'i')
~J'

"-

Y ..._.

-.33/.12
-.42/.04

0.87

1.59

Signif icance
Level

n.s.
n. s.
• 01

n.s.
n. s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n. s.
• 01

n.s.
n.s.

lower limit; second number is upper
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satisfaction and self-autualization, multiple correlation coefficients were
,. Personal

done~

O.rlf~ntation

utilizing the twelve scales of the
Inventory" with the "Index of Job Sat is-

factiontt as the criterion variable.

The results have been

presented in Table 2,
'I'ttble 2

Multiple Correlation Coefficients Between the

TvH:1vr~

Sce.les of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and
the nrndex of Job Satisfaction•;

Significance
Level

Multiple R

----

....

Gen;;-,;r-al Multiple R 1
R

IJSt

.60

J.46

.58

9.44

'""_..,.

_____
I

05

12 POI Scales

Stepwise Multiple Ra
R

IJS:

~--,,,,_-

. 001

4 POI Scales

Synergy
Existentiality
(w'eighted
'!'iega tive ly)

Self-Actualizing
Value

Aggression
(weighted
negatively)

A general multiple R, in which all twelve scales

were

taken collectively, resulted in a multiple R.60 between self-

actualization and teacher satisfaction.

This coefficient of

cor-relation is better tha,n any one measure of the "Personal
Orie:c1ta:tion Inw)ntory•• talrnn separately.

The F value for

the general multiple R is significant at the .05 level of
pr o'b~ 8~ b·~ 1.1 t .;/ •
J

• ....

A :::tepi,risc u;ul tiple R resul tr:;d in. a R. 58 which

j

'

ncluded

four of the twelve scales of' ths "Peroonal Orientation Inventory.

The four scales• :in. the order in which they entered

10

into the analysis, were
nt~gativel.y),

Synergy~

Self-Actualizing

negativ~ly).

Existentiality (weighted

Valuf~

and

Aggr~ession

(weighted

The E value based on these four.scales taken

collectively was significant at the .001 level of probability.

'l'eache:i:-s thi:r.ty-fi ve years of age or ;y·cm:nger will not
diffe:r" in self-f:.ctualization from teachei.."S thirty-six years
of age or old{-::r.

The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of age
and the dependent variable of self-actualiz;;1.tion as measured
by Time Competenc*', Inner Directedwrns and Self-Actualizing

Value f:1cores.

A t test was computed to determine whether or

'

not age was significantly related to self-actualization.
result~'

of the

The

i tests are presented in Table J • together

with a summary of the means and the standard deviations of
the self-P,ctualh;ation (Tc 9 I and SAY) scores for the two

specified subgroups.
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Table 3
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I 0.nd SAY)

Between the Means of Teacher Subgroups
Scaled According to Age

~

Self-Actualiz~tion Seal<~

- - ----

n

-

x

SD

-------------,

- ..

p

t
->.'--"'·---

Time Competence Score

35 years or younger

J6

y(~ars

or older

J.JO

-0.25

n. s.

12.62

0.65

n.s.

2.8J

0.10

n. s.

60
21

17.JJ

60
21

84.65
82.61

11.77

60
21

20.16
20.09

2.45

17.11

3.71

Inner Directed Scrnre
Jr." years or younger
J6 years or older
•..I

Self-Actualizing Value
Score

35 years or younger
36 ~ref.l.I'S or older

--

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.
scoresr

The obtained t values of the Time Competence

-0.25~

A~tuo.lizing

the Inner Directed scores, 0.65 and the Self-

Value scores, 0.10, were not significant at the

.05 level of probability.
Teachers thirty-five years of age or younger will not
differ in job satisfaction from teachers thirty-six years
of age or older.

The precroding hypothesis wa.s proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of' age
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to the dependent variablo of job si.:i. t.ir:ifact:icm as measw:.·ed by

the

0

Indcx of Job Satisfaction" scores.

A t test was

com~·

puted to determi.ne whether or not age was significantly related to job

~atisfaction.

The results of the t test are

presented in Table 4 0 together with a summary of the means
and the standard deviation of the job satisfaction for the
two specified subgroups.
Table 4.

Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means

of Tea.cher Subgroups Scaled According to Age

-··-----------n-••----------·--· ---- -----·--Job Satisfaction Index

---··-.
..,.,

x

SD

p

.,,------~-------·

35 :1ear5 or younger

60

70. J8

36 yea.rs or older

21

71.09

-O.J6

n.s.

8.02

--·------· --------------------------The results did not parmit the null hypotheses to be
rejected.

The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, ... 0.36, was not significant at the .05 level
of prob<:lbility.
tlY..rr:)thesis Fo\!!:

Teachers who a.re fenu1le will not differ in self-actu-

alizntion from teachers who are male.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to deter·mine the relationship between the independent variable of

sex and the dependant variable of self-actualization as
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m<:::.:i.sured ·by T lrne Com.petencE<, Inner Directedness and Self·-

Actualizing Value scores.
mine wheth0r or not f;ex

actualization.

A

i test was computed to deter-

significantly related to self-

WE.l.s

The results of the ! tests are presented in

rable 5, together with a summary of the means and the

1

standard deviations of the

S£df-a.ctualizr~ttion

scores for the two specified

(Tc, I and SAV)

~•ubgroups.

Table 5
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAY)
Between the Means of Teacher Subgroups
Scaled According to Sex

-x
·-----------

SD

t

60
21

15.61

17.71

J.08
J.82

2.52

• 02

21

60

85.46
80.28

11. 78
1).48

1.67

n.s.

60

20.46

2.J4
3,59

1.79

n.s.

Self-Actualization Scale

n

p

Time Competerwe Score
Female teachers
Male teachers

Iriner Directed Score
Female teachers
Male teachers

Self-Actuali.zing Value
Score

Female teachers
Male teachers

21

19.23

The results permitted the null hypothesis to be rejected
in part.

The obtained t Yalue for the Time Competence scores,

2.52, was significant at the .02 level of probability.

The

7J
rt~sul ts,

hoW(:ver, cl id not. permit the null hypothesis to be

rejected in regard to the Inner Directed scores and the SelfAetualizing Value r5cores.

The obtained t values of thE•

Inner Directed scort?.S, 1. 67, and the Self-Actualizing Value
scores, 1.79, were not significant at the

.05 level of pro-

babillty.

Teachers who are female will not differ in job satisfaction from teachers who are male.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determi.ne the relationship betv.;een the independent variable of
sex to the dependent variable of job satiefaction as meas-

ured by the "Index of Job Satisfaction" scores.

A t test

Wets computed to determine whether or not sex was signif i-

cantly rel&ted to job satisfaction.

The results of the t

test are presented in Table 6, together with a summary of
tho means and the standard deviations of the job satisfac-

tion scores for the two specified subgroups.
Table 6
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means
of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to Sex

Job Satisfaction Index
Female teachers
Male teachers

n

60
21

x

SD

t

70.40
71.04

9. Ql~

7.47

-0.)2

p

n.s.
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~:he

rejected.

rcsu1 ts did not permit the null hypothesis to be
The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, -O.J2, was not significant at the .05 level
of probability.
~pqthesi§

Six

Teachers who are laypersons will not differ in selfactue.lization from teachers who are Religious.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
status and the dependent variable of self-actualization as
mea,sured by Time Competence & Inner Directedness and Self-

A.ctualizing Value scores.

A t test was computed· to

determini~

whether or not status was significantly related to self-actualization.

The results of the ! tests are presented in

Table 7, together with a summary of the means of the standard
deviations of the self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV) scores
for the two specified subgroups.
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Table 7
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)
Between the Means of 'l'eacher Subgroups

___ _
.

Scaled According to Status

----·-------....-....,.-.

Self-Actualization Scale

x

n

-

~------ ......

SD

t

J.42

-0.56

n. s.

p

-----

..

Time Competence Score
Layperson
Religious

76
5

17.11
18.00

J.08

76
5

84.40

Blt.10

12. 27 .

-0.05

n.s.

76
5

19,60

2.80

-o.46

1'1.S.

Inner Directed Score
Layperson
Religious

t5.37

Self-Actualizing Value
Score
Layperson
RP-ligious

20.18

1.67

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected,

The obtained ,! values of the Time Competence

scores, -0.56§ the Inner Directed scores, -0.05, and the
S~lf-Actualizing

Value scores, -o.46, were not significant at

the .05 level of probability.
Hypcth_~sis

Seven

Teachers who are laypersons will not differ in job satisfaction from teachers who are Religious.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independEmt variable of
status to the dependent variable of job satisfaction as
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A1

measured by tho "Index of Job Satisfaction.. scores.

test was computed to determine whether or not status was
significantly related to job satisfaction.

The results of

tho ! test a.re presented in '1 able 8, together with a summary
1

of the means and the standard deviations of the job satisfaction scores for the two Bpecified subgroups,

Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means
of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to Status

---------·-

_,.

Job Sa tisfacticin Index

IJayperson
Religious

______

n

76

______________

,,

__ .

,___

5

-x

SD

1

70.50

7.89
7.98

-0.30

71.60

p
n,,s.

--------~----,-----

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, -0.JO, was not significant at the .05 level
of probability.
~sis

E!.gh!

Elementary teachers, junior high teachers and secondary

teachers will not differ among themselves in regard to selfactualization.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
teaching level and the dependent variable of self-actualization as mea.sured by Time Competence, Inner Directedness and
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S0l:f-Actualiz :i.ng Value

score~;.

~:1 hrec

one-way analysGs of

ve.riance were computed on each o:f the dependent measures of
self-actualization (Tc o I and SA V) to determine whether or

not they were significantly related to teaching level.
results of

9.

The

analyses of vai·io..nce are presented in Table

thr:~

The mec-.. ns for each

speclficc:~.

:.;ubgroup are presEm.ted in

Ta.ble 9

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)
Between 'l1Etacher Subgroups Scaled

According to Teaching Level

---- ... -Source of
V8Xiation.

SC!
0

df

ms

E

p

~...-~~-~-

Time Competence Between
Score
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Inner Directed

2).87

2

11. 9J

897.70

78

11.50

921.58

80

74.68

2

J7.J4

Groups

12170.18

78

156.02

Total

12244.87

80

13.57

2

6.78

Groups

590.65

78

7.57

Total

604.22

80

Between

Score
<,

Groups

Within

Between
Groups
Within

Self-Actualization
Value
Score

--....---

..,,

--

1.0J n. s.

0.23 n.s.

o.89 n.s.
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The results did not permit the null hypothcf:;is to be

rejected,

The obtained F values of the Time Competence

scores, 1.0J, the Inner Directed Scores, 0.23, and the SelfActualizing Value scores 0 0.89, were not significant at the
• 05

1.f~vel

of probability.

Table 10
Differences in Self-Actualization

(Tc~

I and SAV)

Between Means of Teacher Subgroups Scaled
According to Teaching Level

-·---

--~-.......

Elementary
n = 54

Junior High
n = 18

Time Competence Means 16,79

18.05

8J. 4.4

85.50

20.25

20.38

Inner Directed Means

Secondary
n = 9

Self-Actualizing
Value Means

19.00

---·--------------------------- ·---tlYpothesh1

Ni~

Elementary teachers, junior high teachers and secondary
teachers will not differ among themselves in regard ·to job

sat is.faction.
The preceding hypothesis wa.s proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
teaching level and the dependent variable of job satisfaction
as measured by the "Index of Job Satisfaction" scores.

A

one-way analysis of variance was computed on the dependent

79
mec.:.::5ure of job ca tis faction to determine whether or not it

'rhe results of

was significantly related to teaching levHl.

the analysis of varie.nce are presented in Table 11.

The

rnE·ans for cnch specified su.bgroup are presented in Table 1.2.

Table 11
Differences in Job

S&tisfactio~

Between

'I1ee.cher Subgroups Scaled Acco:cding

to Teaching Level
~-------------

____________ ___
.. ,,

Scn.n:-ei3 of

va.rir1tion
Job Satisfrtc ti on

Score

SS

df

ms

p

B~~tw0en

Groups
Within
Groups

56.21

2

28.10

4881. 78

62.58

Total

49.38.00

'l ,g
80

o.4.J~

n.s.

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

~·he

obtained F value "Index of Job Satisfaction"

scores, o.44, was not significant at the .05 level of probabi1ity.
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Table 1.2

Differences in Job S.::;,ticfn.ction Betv;cen .Means of

Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
Teaching IJevel

·-----~·--·------·---------.,,,.,,.~------

Elementary
n r:i 51+

J·unior High
n = 18

Secondary
n = 9

----------·--------___,..,..- ---·---------....

Job Satisfaction
Mea.r1s

70.90

71.55

69,05

Public school teachers w111 not differ in self-actual-

'I'he preceding hypothesis was proposed in Clrder to de-

ter1rine the relationship between the independent vzriable of

system in which teaching and the dependent variable of self-

actualization ai:.:: measured by Time Competence, Inner Directedness and Self-Actualizing Value scores.

A t test was com-

puted to determine whether or not system in which teaching
was significantly related to self-actue.liza ti on.

The results

,,

of the 1 test are presented in Table 13, together with a
summary of' the means and the standard deviations of the selfa.ctua.liza tion ('re, I and SAV) scores for tho two specified

subgroups,
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Table 1.3

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)
Between th€ Means of Teache1: Subgroups Scaled
According to School System in Which Teaching

Self-Actualization Scale

n

-----

__-

SD

x

,

i

p

Time Compet&nce Score

Public schools
Private schools

61

17.34
16.65

J.24
).85

0.79

n. s.

20

Inner Directed Score
Public schools
Private schools

61

84.08

n.s.

81+.25

12.32
12.83

~0.05

20

61

20.39
19.lW

2.8.3
2 •.39

1.41

n. s.

Self-Actualizing Value
Score
Public schools
Private schools

20

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be

rejected.

The obtained ! values of the Time Competence

scores, 0.79. the Inner Directed scores, -0.05, and the SelfActualizing Value scores, 1.41, were not significant at the
.,

.05 level of probability.
Hypothesis

Eleve~

Public school teachers will not differ in job satisfaction from private school teachers.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
school system in which teaching to the dependent variable of
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jet

satisf~)_ction

as measured by the .. Index of Job Satisfac-

A t ttrnt was computed to determine whether or

tion" scores.

not the school system in which teaching was significantly related to job satisfaction.

The results of the t test are

presented in Table 14. together with a suwoary of the means
and the stands.rd deviations of the job satisfaction scores
for the two specified subgroups.
Table 14

Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means
of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
School System in Which Teaching

::.·----- --Job So.tisfa.ction Index

--

Public schools
Private schools

n

61

20

-x

-

70.77
69.95

··--"'I'"""'•~

-

SD

t

8.01

0.40

7.52

p

n.s.

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained t value of the

0

Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, 0. ~LO, was not significant a. t the • 05 level
of prob1;1.bili ty.
Hy{lo_:!;hesis Twelve

Urban teachers will not differ in self-actualization
from suburban teachers.
·rhe preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to de-

termine the relationship between the independent variable of
the place where teaching and the dependent variable of self-

83
actualization as measured by Time Competence, Inner Directedness and Self-Actua.1.izing Value scores.

A t test ·was com-

puted to determine whether or not the pl.ace where teaching
was s ignifica.ntly rela.ted to f.elf-ai:;tualiza ti on.

of the 1 tests are presented in Table

;rhe results

15, together with a

sumrria.ry c1f the mea.ns and the standard deviations of the self-

actualization (Tc, I and SAV) ocor1::1s for the two specified

subgroups.

Table 1.5
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)
Between the MN.:ulS of Teacher Subgroups Sc:::.led

According to the Place Where Teaching

____

-Self-Actualization Scale

...

x

SD

47
34

17.44
16.79

3.48
3.27

o.8.5

n. s.

47
)4

83.97
84.32

11.58
13.56

-0.12

n. s.

47
34

20. 79

19.68

2.76
2,62

'!"'1.83

n. s.

11

t

p

Time Competence Score

Urban tea.chers
Suburban teachers
lThJ.er Directed Score
<.

Urban teachers
Suburban teachers

Self-Actualizing
Value Score
Urban teachers
Suburban teachers

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

11he obtained t values of the Time Competence

84

scores. O. 85~ the In..rH::r Directed scores, -0.12, and the SelfActualizing Value scores, -1.83, were not significant at the

.05 level of probability.
Urban teachers will not differ in job satisfaction from
suburban teachers.
The precedirig hypothesis was proposed in order to de-

termine the relationship between the independent variable of
the place where teaching to the dependent variable of job
satisfaction as measured by the "Index of Job Satisfaction"
scores.

A t test was computed to determine whether or not

the place where teaching was significantly related to job
satisfaction,

The results of the t test are presented in

Table 16, together with a summary of the means and the standard deviations of the job satisfaction scores for the two
specified subgroups.
Table 16
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means
of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
the Place Where Teaching

--...-----·
,Job Satisfaction Index
Urbi:i.n teachers

Suburban teachers

-

n

x

SD

-t

47
34

68.68
73,17

8.41

-2.63

6.24

p

• 01
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The results p<:-:rmi tted t}1c :null hypothesis to be re-

jected.

The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satisfac-

tion" scores, -2.63, was significant at the .01 level of probability.

Teachers with less than a Master's degree will not differ in self-crntualizatlon from teachers with a Me.ster•s degree or beyond.

The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the rela.tionship between the independent variable of
academic preparation and the dependent variable of self-actualizati.on as measured by Time Competence, Inner Directedneso
and Sel.:f-Actualizing Value scores.
detE:rmh1e

wh1::~the1""

cantly related to

A t test was computed to

or not academic preparation was signifiself~actualization.

The results of the i

tests are presented in.Table 17, together with a summary of
the means and the standard deviations of the self-actualiza-

tion (Tc, I and SAV) scores for the two specified subgroups.
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'rable 17

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)

Between the Men.:ns of Teacher Subgroups Sea.led
According to Academic Preparation

-------Self-Actualization Scale

n

----x
SD

t

p

Time Competence Score

Lesa than Master's
degree
Master's degree or
beyond

68

17.13

J.J7

13

17.38

J.64

68

84.J6

12.42

13

82.84 12.52

68

20.05

2.78

13·

20.61

2,59

-0.24

n. s.

0.1+0

n.s.

-0.67

n. s.

Inner Directed Score
I,ess than Master's
degree
Master's degree or
beyond

Self-Actualizing
ve.lue Score
Less than Master's
degree
Master's degree or
beyond

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected,

The obtained ! values of the Time Competence

scores, -o.24f the Inner Directed scores, o.40, and the SelfActualizing Value scores, -0.67, were not significant at the
.05 level of probability.

IDLP.othesis

Fiftee~

Teachers with less than a Master's degree will not differ in job satisfaction from teachers with a Master's degree
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or beyond.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
academic preparation to the dependent variable of job satisfaction as measured by the "Index of Job Satisfactionu
scores.

A t test was computed to determine whether or not

aca.demic prepc;.ration was significantly related to job satis-

faction.

The results of the t test are presented in Table

18, together with a summary of the means and the standard
deviations of the job satisfaction scores for the two specified subgroups.
Table 18
Differ~ncH::s

in Job Satisfaction Between the Means

of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
Academic Pre:paration

Job Satisfaction Index

..

Less than Master's
degree
Master's degree or
beyond

n

x

SD

t

68

70.44

8.04

-0.JJ

13

71.23

7.02

p

n.s.

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, -0.33 0 was not significant at the .05 level
of probability.
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Teachers who hllve had five years of teaching experience, teachers who have had from six to fifteen years and
teachers who have had sixteen or more years of teaching experience will not differ among themselves in regard to selfa.ctuali.zation.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
years of teaching experience and the dependent variable of
self-actualization as measured by Time Competence, Inner
Directedness and Self-Actualizing Value scores.

Three one-

way analyses of variance were computed on each of the depandent mee.sures of self-actualizD.tion (Tc 1 I and SAV) to determine whether or not they were significantly related to the
years of teaching experience.

The results of the analyses

of variance are presented in Table 19.

The means for each

specified subgroup are presented in Table 20.
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rrable 19

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAY)
Between •reacher Subgroups Scaled According to
the Years of Teaching Experience

Source of
Variation
Time Competence
Score

Inner Directed
Score

Self-Actualization
Value Score

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

df

ms

£:

p

16.82

2

8.41

0.72

n.s.

904.75

11.59

921.57

78
80

257. 28

2

128.64

0.8J

n. s.

11987.58
12244.86

78

153.68

80

17.26

2

8.6J

1.14

n. s.

586.96

78
80

7.52

SS

604.22

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained F values of the Time Competence

scores, 0.72, the Inner Directed scores, 0.8), and the SelfActualizing Value scores, 1.14, were not significant at the

.05 level of probability.
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Table 20

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAY)
Between Means of Teacher Subgroups Scaled
According to the Years of
Teaching Experience

5 years

or less
n = 39

6-1.5
years
n = .35

16 years

or more
n = 7

Time Competence
Means

16.76

17.40

18.28

Inner-Directed
Means

85.15

84. 08

78.57

Self-Actualizing
Value Means

20.25

20 • .31

18.71

Hypothesis Seventeen
Teachers who have had five years of teaching experience, teachers who have had from six to fifteen years and
teachers who have had sixteen or more years of teaching experience will not differ among themselves in regard to job
satisfaction.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
years of teaching experience and the dependent variable of
job satisfaction as measured by the "Index of Job Satisfaction" scores.

A one-way analysis of variance was computed on

the dependent measure of job satisfaction to determine
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whether or not it was significantly related to the years of
teaching experience.

The results of the analysis of variance

are presented in Table 21.

The mea.ns for each specified sub-

group are presented in Table 22.
Table 21
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between Teacher
Sub~,roups

Scaled According to the

Years of Teaching Experience

Source of
Variation

Job Satisfaction
Score

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

SS

df

ms

95.14

2

47.57

4842.85
4938.00

78
80

62. 08

F

0.76 n.s.

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained F value "Index of Job Satisfaction"

scores, 0.76, was not significant at the .05 level of pro,,

bability.

p
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Table 22

Differences in Job Satisfaction Between Means of
Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
the Years of Teaching Experience

5 years

Job Satisfaction Means

Hypothesis

6-15

or less
n = 39

years
n = 35

16 years
or more
n = 7

70.64

71.17

67.14

~ightee_n

Teachers who are currently teaching their course and/or
grade-level preferences, teachers who a.re not teaching their
course and/or grade-level preferences and teachers who a.re
teaching only some of their course and/or grade-level preferences will not differ among themselves in regard to self-actualization.
The preceding hypothesis.was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
course and/or grade-level preferences and the dependent
variable of self-actualization as measured by Time Competence,
Inner Directedness and Self-Actualizing Value scores.

Three

one-way analyses of variance were computed on each of the dependent measures of self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV) to determine whether or not they were significantly related to the
course and/or grade-level preferences.

The results of the
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analyses of variance are presented in Table 2).

The means

for each specified subgroup are presented in Table 24.
Table

2J

Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and

SAV)

Between Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
the Course and/or Grade-Level Preferences

Source of
Variation
Time Competence
Score

Inner Directed
Score

Self-Actualization
Value Score

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

df

ms

9.65

2

4.82

911.93
921.58

78
80

11.69

75.97

2

37,98

SS

F

p

o.41 n.s.

0.24 n.s.

78 156.01

12168.90
12244.87

80

22.59

2

11.29

581.62
604.21

78

7.45

1.51 n.s.

80

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained F values of the Time Competence

scores, 0.41, the Inner Directed scores, 0.24, and- the SelfActualizing Value scores, 1.51, were not significant at the

. 05 level of proba.bili ty.
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Table 24
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAY)
Between Means of Teacher Subgroups Scaled
According to the Course and/or
Grade-Level Preferences

Yes

No

In Part

n = 67

n = 7

n

=7

Time Competence
Means

17.22

17.71

16.14

Inner Directed
Means

84.20

86.oo

81.42

Self-Actualizing
Value Means

20.38

18.85

19.14

Hypothesis Nineteen
Teachers who are currently teaching their course and/or
grade-level preferences, teachers who are not teaching their
course and/or grade-level preferences and teachers who are
teaching only some of their course.and/or grade-level prefer"

ences will not differ among themselves in regard to job satisfaction.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
-

course and/or grade-level preferences and the dependent vari. able of job satisfaction as measured by the "Index of Job
Satisfaction" scores.

A one-way analysis of variance was
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computed on the depondent measure of job satisfaction to determine

whE~ther

or not it was significantly related to the

course and/er grade-level preferences.
antll~(sis

The results of the

of variance a.re presented in Table 25.

The means

for each sp8cif ied subgroup are presented in Table 26.

Table 25
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between Teacher
Subgroups Scaled According to the Course
and/or Grade-Level Preferences

Source of
Variation

SS

df

---Job Satisfaction
Score

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

ms

628.07

2

.314.0J

4309,92
4937.99

78

.55.25

p

5.68

• 001

80

The results permitted the null hypothesis to be rejected.

ThP- obtained F value "Index of Job Satisfaction"

scores, 5.68, was significant at the ,001 level of probability.

Table 26
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between Means of
Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to the
Course and/or Grade-Level Preferences

Yes
n

Job Satisfaction
Means

In Part

No

= 67
71.Jl

n

=7

n = 7

61.57

72.42

Hypothesis Twen;ty
Teachers who aspire to be career teachers or counselors
will not differ in self-actualization from teachers who aspire to be school administrators or supervisors.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
career goals and the dependent variable of self-actualization

as measured by Time Competence, Inner Directedness and SelfActualizing Value scores.

A t test was computed to determine

whether or not career goals were significantly related to
self-actualization.

The results of the t tests are pre-

sented in Table 27, together with a summary of the means and
the sta.ndard deviations of the self-actualization (Tc, I and

SAY) scores for the two specified subgroups.
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Table 27
Differences in Self-Actualization (Tc, I and SAV)
Between the Means o.f Teacher Subgroups Scaled
According to Career Goals

Self-Actualization Scale

-x

SD

t

p

23

16.73

4.00

-o.46

n.s.

42

17 .16

J.JJ

23

8).00

10.34

-0.37

n. s.

42

84.21

13.56

23

20.13

3.22

-0.25

n.s.

42

20.JO

2.57

n

Time Competence Score
School Administrators
and Supervisors
Career Teachers and
Counselors
Inner Directed Score

School Administrators
and Supervisors
Career Teachers and
Counselors
Self-Actualizing Value
Score
School Administrators
and Supervisors
Career Teachers and
Counselors

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be
rejected.

The obtained t values of the Time Competence

scores, -o.46, the Inner Directed scores, -0.37, and the
Self-Actualizing Value scores, -0.25, were not significant
at the .05 level of probability.
Hlpothesis Twenty-On£
Teachers who aspire to be career teachers or counselors
will not differ in job satisfaction from teachers who aspire

to be school administrators or supervisors.
The preceding hypothesis was proposed in order to determine the relationship between the independent variable of
career goals to the dependent variable of job satisfaction
Ai

as measured by the "Index of Job Sa.tisfaction" scores.

test was computed to determine whether or not career goals
were significantly related to job satisfaction.

The results

of the t test are presented in Table 28, together with a
summary of the means and the standard deviations of the job
satisfaction scores for the two specified subgroups.

Table 28
Differences in Job Satisfaction Between the Means
of Teacher Subgroups Scaled According to
Career Goals

Job Satisfaction Index
School Administrators
and Supervisors
Career Teachers and
Counselors

n

x

SD

i

23

69.56

7.87

-1.66

42

72.76

7.18

p

n. s.

The results did not permit the null hypothesis to be

rejected.

The obtained t value of the "Index of Job Satis-

faction" scores, -1.66, were not significant at the .05 level
of probability.
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The results of the statistical correlations, tests and
analyses suggested significant relationships between the

"Personal Orientation Inventory" and the "Index of Job Satisfaction" and also between several of the personal variables
and the dependent variables of self-actualization and job satisfaction.
The results of the simple correlation, which was done
between the scores of each of the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the scores of the "Index of
Job Satisfaction," suggested a significant relationship at
the . 01 level of probability bet\veen the scores of the SelfActualizing Value scale and the scores of the Synergy sea.le
with the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction."
The results of the general multiple R, which utilized
the combined scores of all twelve scales of the "Personal
Orientation Inventory" and the scores of the "Index of Job
Satisfaction," was significant at the .05 level of probability.

The results of the stepwise multiple R between the

scores of the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction"
indicated that four of the twelve scales of the "Personal
Orientation Inventory" contributed meaningfully to the prediction of job satisfaction.

The four scales in the order in

which they entered into the analysis were Synergy, Existentiality (weighted negatively), Self-Actualizing Value and
Aggression (weighted negatively).

The relationship of the
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combined analysis of the scores of

the~e

four scales with

the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction" was significant
at the .001 level of probability.
The mean differences between the teacher subgroups
scaled according to sex suggested a significant relationship

with the scores of the Time Competence scale of the "Personal
Orientation Inventory."

The obtained t value was significant

at the .02 level of probability, with female teachers indicating a higher degree of time competence than male teachers.
No similar sigr.r.if icant relationships a.t the • 05 level or be-

yond were discovered between the teacher subgroups scaled

according to sex a.nd the scores of the Inner Directed scale
and the Self-Actualizing Value scale of the "Personal Orlentation Inventory."
The mean difference between the teacher subgroups
scaled according to the personal variable of place in which
currently teaching suggested a significant relationship with
the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction."

-t value was significant at
.

The obtained

the .01 level of probability,

with teachers who teach in the suburbs indicating more job
satisfaction than teachers who teach in the city.
The mean differences between the teacher subgroups
scaled according to the personal variable of course and/or
grade-level preferences suggested a significant relationship
with the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction."

The ob-

tained F value was significant at the .001 level of probabili.ty, with teachers who are teaching their course and/or
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grade-level preferences, and teachers who are teaching at
least some of their courses and/or grade-level preferences,
indicating more job satisfaction than teachers who are teach-

ing none of their course and/or grade-level preferences,
The mean differences between the teacher subgroups
scaled according to the personal variables of age, status,
teaching level, system in which currently teaching, academic
preparation, years of teaching experience and career goals
were not significantly related to either self-actualization

(Tc, I, SAY) or to job satisfaction.
DiS£\\.§.Si,£.t!

The pri.ncipal question raised in this study was whether
psychological health as measured by the twelve scales of the
.. Personal Orientation Inventory" is related to job satisfac-

tion.

The conclusions of this study suggested a meaningful

association between the measures of self-actualization and
job satisfa.ction.

The stepwise multiple R singled out four

scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" as having contributed meaningfully to the prediction of job satisfaction
in teaching.

These four scales shall be considered in the

order in which they entered into the analysis, namely,
Synergy, Existentiality (weighted negatively), Self-Actualizing Value and Aggression (weighted negatively).
In keeping with these results, the job-satisfied
teacher in the primary and secondary grades might be described
as a person whose value orientation attaches significance to
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self-actualizing principles and values and who has abilities·
to think and act in creative ways.

At the same time, he

manifests a friendly regard for custom and tradition.

Fin-

ally, he is apt to employ defense mechanisms, e.g., denial
to control his anger and feelings of aggression.
For .M.urray, 2 synergy is possibly the essence of selfactualization.

Synergetic people are creative.

As Maslow.'.3

suggested, genuinely creative behavior can probably emerge
only at the level of self-actualization.

First and foremost

synergy signifies the ability to resolve dichotomies in a
higher order synthesis.

For example, an individual is able

to transcend the distinction between self and others when
individuality is appreciated in self and others.

Lilcewise 8

the distinction between self-interest and selflessness is
transcended when one is able to perceive that self-interest
serves both self and others.

Polar traits in the human per-

sonality. which are culturally described as masculine or
feminine, are perceived as human traits common to both sexes.
Synergy also signifies the ability to join diverse elements in meaningful ways to form new creative "wholes."
Creative persons possess the ability to rearrange and combine ideas from which new concepts emerge and to attribute
--·~

M. E. Murray, "An Exploration of the Relationship of
Self-Actualization to Teacher Success ... Master• s __ thesis.
Pennsylvania State University, 1966.
JA. H. Ma.slow, Motivation and Personalit~ (Ne~ Yorks

Harper and Row, 1954· )-;"pp. ~:2)-224.

10.3

quali tic!S to familiar objects which enable them to servf) new
functlons.
nothing.

One, however, does not create something from
This is the real reason for acquiring a wide range

of knowledge.

Every new development builds on that which is

already known.

Th13 second scale on the "Personal Orientation Inventory 11 which contributed meaningfully to predicting teacher
job satisfaction was the Existentiality scale.

Its negative

weighting suggested that the job-satisfied teacher is more
likely to conform to existing rules and regulations than to
"rock th(~ boat." Berlcowitz 4 is of the opinion that successful selfg·actualization generally involves a healthy degree

of conformity, especially when the needs of others must be
met.

Self-actualization theorists, however, are likely to

view the maintenance of appropriate autonomy in the face of
social pressures as a more paramount value.

Maslow has

written:
It is true that self-actualization, the ultimate need is
defined by Goldstein in a highly individualistic way, in
which usage the present writer follows him. • • • Such
rela.tive independence of environment as it is found in
the healthy person does not, of course, mean lack of
commerce with it; it means only that in these contacts
the person's ends are the primary determiners, and that
the environment is no more than means to the person's
self-actualizing ends . • . • 5

4L. Berkowitz, The

in the Child (New Yorks

DeveloEment of Motives and Values
Be.sic Books, 1964).

5A. H. Maslow, "Some Theoretical Consequences of Basic
Need. Gratification," J<>urr!al of Personality, 1948. 16, pp.
402-416.
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In philosophy, poetry, music, art and research, the
loner may achieve job satisfaction independently of the environment, but it is difficult to perceive how a teacher's
satisfaction can be divorced from the needs of his students.
Dr. Clifton Rhead, Associate Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of Illinois Medical School, theorizeds
The willingness of the individual to give up some of his
autonomy to function in the best interest of the group
constitutes an act of regression, a return to an earlier
state in the development of his ego . • . the regression
is only partial, it is not a true regression • • • it is
like a father playing on the floor with his son. 6
The Self-Actualizing Value scale of the "Personal
Ox·ientation Inventory," which was the third scale to contribute mea.ningfully to the prediction of teacher job satisfaction, was weighted positively.

This particular scale is

composed of items formulated from Maslow's description of
self-actualized people, which was documented in the review
of the literature.

The personality of the self-actualized

individual may ultimately be -defined in terms of the principles and values which guide him.

These will be substantially

different from those of the deficiency-motivated individual.

The man who is motivated by his lower level needs has a profoundly different perception of the physical world, his own
inner nature and his relation to his fellow man.

He attri-

butes maximal importance to needs which can be described as

6verified in a personal conversation with Clifton Rhead,
M. D., May, 1975.
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physiological, defensive c.tnd competitive.

Only when his de-

ficiency needs are largely met is he able to turn his attention to personal growth in many significant areas.
By contrast,

the psychologically hea.l thy individual

extends his personality and experience in a variety of ways

without neurotic fears of the consequences.

At the same

time, even those who are most engaged in self-actualizing
aspirations, skills and behaviors must grapple to some extent with deficiency needs and this is a life-time task.

As

was indicated in the review of the literature, total self-

a.ctual.ization tends to be relative and periodic, " . • • a
matter of degree and frequency rather than an all or none

affair. "7

Generally• however, the psycholog5.ca.lly heal thy

individual moves upward in the direction of growth.

In the

world of work, the process of career development takes on an

evaluational form.

The individual reasons and weighs one

value against the other on the scale of worthiness.

When a

conflict of values does arise, the theory advanced here
would resolve the conflict in favor of that value which

would enable the individual to achieve a fuller realization
of his potential.
The Aggression scale was the last of the four scales

on the "Personal Orientation Inventory" that contributed
meaningfully to the prediction of teacher job satisfaction.
7A. H. Maslow, ~~.2.~.grd a Psychology of _Being (Princeton, N. J. s Van Nostrand, 19b2).
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It was weighted negatively.

This would suggest that job-

satisfied teachers employ defense mechanisms to control
their anger and feelings of aggression.

Psychologists per-

ceive defense mechanisms from two vantage points.

Some psy-

chologists hold that most defense mechanisms are irrational
ways for an individual to cope with anxiety and hostility.
They serve, in their opinion, to deter one from achieving
emotional maturity,

Other psychologists contend'that de-

fense mechanisms are vital in enabling man to adjust to
difficult situations and are necessary to complete his emotional evolution as a social and creative person.

Coleman

is an articulate exponent for this latter opiniona
All people us·e defense mechanisms. They are asseptial
for softening failure, reducing cognitive dissonance,
allevia. ting a-nxiety, protecting ourselves against
trauma and maintaining our feelings of adequacy and
personal worth. Thus we must consider them normal
adjustive reactions unless they are used to such an extreme degree that they interfere with the maintenance
of self-integrity instead of being an aid, • • • 8
It is also noteworthy that there exists a lack of unanimity among thinkers in this field concerning the eventual
results of repression and anger. James I. Hannon, M.D., 9

..

has written that "• •• there are many influences in our
culture which discourage the expression of anger, but the
assumption that neither pain nor anger dissipate over time

8J. c. Coleman, Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life
(Glenview, Illinois1 Scott Foresman and Co., 19b4), p. 96.

Jrd edition.

9R. s. Parker, Emotional Comm.9Jl_~enp~ (New Yorks
Harper and Row, 197J).
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but will have inevitable, nee;ative repercussions unless properly dea.l t with is grounded in classical psychoanalytic
theory of development and it is one that is not shared by
all thinkers in the field."
Regarding the psrsona.l variables that were selected in

order to determine their influence on the dependent variables
of self-actualization and job satisfaction, few significant
relationships emerged.

The results did suggest that women

were significantly more time competent (living primarily in

the present) than men.

Pending additional empirical support,

there mi.ght be differential pc'l.tterns for the sexes that ac-

companies time competency.

Such sex differences would merit

the considered study of self-actualization theorists.
The results also suggested that teachers who teach in

the suburbs a.re significantly more satisfied than teachers
who teach in the city.

Acting Superintendent. James R.

Redmond, made a convincing presentation of the serious problems that face the Chicago Public School system•
Violence and vandalism in the Chicago Public Schools has
created a climate of fear that disrupts the education of
the system's school children. Many hours of education
are lest because of the false fire alarms or bomb
threats. Much harm is being done to the educational
program when classroom windows are shattered, teaching
materials destroyed or stolen and schools damaged by
fire and other acts of vandalism. The total cost of
vandalism and violence in 1974 was nearly $10 million
dollars. • . . This $10 million must be taken from
funds that would otherwise be available for educational
purpos0s. 1 O

'"1"'0"'. ~
£h1_cago Daily

New~, April

16, 1975.
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While private schools in the city of Chica.go have not
experienqed violence and vanda.lism anywhere near to the extent that the city's public schools have, they do share many
similar problems, among which are deficit budgets, shifting
populations and threatened or actual teacher strilrns.

More-

over, declining enrollments have forced the foreclosure and
amalgamation of many of the city's parochial schools and the
threat of more of the same increases teachers• anxieties about future employment.
Also predictable was the significant relationship that
was suggested ·between teacher job satisfaction and the opportunity to teach the course and/or grade-level of one•s preference.

Interest in academic prepc..ration and aptitude for

teaching a particular subject or grade-level should assure
greater teaching satisfaction than an assignment to teach a
subject for which one has had little or no training or a
grade-level that offers one little gratification.
Less predictable were the results that suggested that
teachers who arc teaching only some of their course and/or
g:r;:ade-level preferences enjoy a degree of satisfaction which
is similar to those teachers who are teaching all their
course and/or grade-level preferences.

The distinctive

feature concerning this personal variable, however, is that
the results suggested that teachers who are teaching all of
their course and/or grade-level preferences and teachers who
are teaching only some of their course and/or grade-level
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preferences are significantly more satisfied than those
teachers. who are teaching !lQ...11£. of their course and/or gradelevel preferences.
Contrary to the findings of Mace. the results of this
study suggested that those teachers who aspire to be administrators do not enjoy a

signif~cantly_higher

degree of

self-actualization than career teachers on the Im1er Directed
scale and the Self-Actualizing Value scale of the "Personal
Orienta ti on Inventory.••

Differences do exist, however, be-

tween Mace•s study and the present study.

Mace•s sample

was larger and it represented relatively homogeneous subpopulations which were identified by specific criteria that
existed prlor to the administration of the "Personal Orientation Inventory."

In this study teachers were grouped with

counselors and administrators were grouped with supervisors
and. therefore, the subpopulations were not as homogeneous.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
Statement of the Problem
It has been observed that occupational research has
become increasingly interested in discovering data which
could serve as a guide for persons who are choosing or
changing careers.

This study has attempted to investigate

the reasons behind job satisfaction.

The specific focus

of this study was the teaching profession.

A teacher's job

satisfaction lies in his attitude toward teaching.

Is this

related to or influenced by his psychologi-cal health, which
in this study has been defined as self-actualization?

More

specifically, this study has sought to discover the answer
to the problem which was proposed in the following questionss
1.

Is a person's satisfaction in teaching as an occupa-

tion related to his personal degree of self-actualization?

..

2.

Are there any significant relationships between a

person's degree of self-actualization and selected personal
variables'?

J. Are there any significant relationships between a
person's degree of satisfaction in teaching as an occupation and selected personal variables?
110
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,tLull Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were formulated as the
result of the above three questionss
Hypothesis It

No relationship exists between self-ac-

tualization as measured by the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the degree of teaching satisfaction as measured by the Brayfield-Rothe "Index of Job
Satisfaction."
Hypothesis Ila

No difference exists in the self-ac-

tualization of the subjects measured by the twelve scales of
the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the various subgroups within the selected personal variables, namely, (1)
age, (2) sex, (3) status, (4) teaching level,

(5)

system in

which currently teaching, (6) place in which currently
teaching, (7) academic preparation, (8) years of teaching
experience, (9) course and/or grade-level preferences and
(10)

career goals.
Hypothesis III1

No difference exists between the de-

gree of satisfaction in teaching measured by the score of
the Brayfield-Rothe "Index of Job Satisfaction" and the
various subgroups within the selected personal variables,
namely, (1) age, (2) sex, (J) status, (4) teaching level,
(5) system in which currently teaching, (6) place in which

currently teaching, (7) academic preparation, (8) years of
teaching experience, (9) course and/or grade-level preferences and (10) career goals.
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(All the Statistical Hypotheses related to these questions may be found in Chapter III.)
Purposes of the Study
The purposes in preparing this dissertation were both
theoretical and practical.

It proposed to contribute to the

fund of scientific data by investigating a new possibility
for using the "Personal Orientation Inventory" for identifying relationships between self-actualization, selected personal variables and the teaching profession.
In addition to this theoretical value which was foreseen, the present study aimed to provide counselors with
data-supported generalizations which could be applied to individual and/or group situation$ ttr facilitate the guid'S:nce
and/or counseling of teachers.
scientific data

a~

It also planned to provide

a basis for generalizations and insights

by means of which administrators might be guided to make
more accurate choices in
cants.

hiri~

teachers from among appli-

Finally, it intended to provide teachers with a

tested means whereby they could check their own self-actualization, convert it into an approximate degree of predicted satisfaction in teaching and be motivated to seek a
high level of their personal actualization.
Conceptual .Framework
While there have been many studies which have increased awareness that a man•s work is a major determinant
integrating his personality, comparatively few have
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attempted to explain their results in the light of a comprehensive personality theory.

This study has sought to inter-

pret the results in the light of the theory of human motivation proposed by Abraham H. Maslow.

Maslow posited a hier-

archy of needs which unfold sequentially with the result
that when the basic biological needs, such as hunger and
thirst are relatively satisfied, the next set of needs in
the hierarchy emerges.

As the person is fed, made to feel

secure, given love and a sense of belongirigness, feels competent and trustworthy, the ultimate need for self-actualization emerges.

It has been observed that occupation is a

major area in which individuals attempt to gratify their
needs.

These needs are far more complex than physiological

and security needs.

Individuals also expect to fulfill

their occupational identity in their world of work and discover opportunities to further actualize their potential.
The Subjects
The subjects for this study were eighty-one graduate
students in the School of Education at Loyola University of
Chicago.

There were two stipulations for participation in

this study,

It was necessary that each participant be

currently enrolled for a required graduate course in the
School of Education and that he also be employed full-time
as a teacher in an elementary, junior high or secondary
school.
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The Instruments
The variable of self-actualization was measured by the
twelve scales of Shostrom•s "Personal Orientation Inventory."
The Brayfield-Rothe "Index of Job Satisfaction" was used to
measure the variable of job satisfaction.

This study also

included a comprehensive list of personal variables for the
purpose of detecting their influence on self-actualization
(Tc, I and SAV) and job satisfaction.
variables weres

The selected personal

age, sex, status, teaching level, system in

which currently teaching, place in which currently teaching,
academic preparation, years of teaching experience, course
and/or grade-level preferences and career goals.
The Methodology
After the data had been gathered and tabulated. the
Pearson product-moment correlation was done to determine the
degree of relationship between the scores of each of the
twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and
the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction."

Fisher•s

r.

to Z transformation was used to establish confidence limits
and intervals.

As another measure of the relationship be-

tween the variables of self-actualization and job satisfaction, multiple correlation coefficients were computed.

A

general multiple R was computed which utilized the combined
scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" and the single measure on the "Index of Job Satisfaction."

A stepwise

multiple R was also computed to identify which specific
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scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory" would contribute mea.n:Lngfully to the prediction of job satisfaction.
Then 1 tests and the analysis .of variance technique were
used to c ompet.re the differences between the mean scores of

the subgro.u.ps, which were sea.led for each of the selected
personal variables, and the dependent variables of self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV) and job satisfaction.
The Results
The results of the statistical correlations, tests and

analyses suggested significant relationships between the
"Personal Orientation Inventory" and_- the "Index of Job Satisfaction" and also bet\veen several of the person.al varia.-

bles and the dependent variables of self-a.ct.ual..ization and
job satisfact.ion.
In regard to Hypothesis Ones

The results of the simple

correlation, which was done between the scores of each of
the twelve scales of the "Personal Orientation Inventory"
and the scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction," suggested
a significant relationship between the scores of the SelfActualizing va.lue scale and the scores of the Synergy scale
with the scores of the "Index of _Job
~

of the two scales were .32 and

S~tisfaction."

The

.JJ respectively. The

relationship of the scores of both of these scales with the
scores of the "Index of Job Satisfaction" were significant
at the .01 level of probability.
The results of the general multiple R, which utilized
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the combined scores of all twelve scales of the "Personal
Orientation Inventory" and the scores of the "Index of Job
Satisfaction," was .60, which was significant at the
level of probability.

.05

The results of the stepwise multiple

R between the scores of the twelve scales of the "Personal
Orientation Inventory" and the scores of the "Index of Job
Satisfaction" indicated that four of the twelve scales of
the "Personal Orientation Inventory" contributed meaningfully to the prediction of job satisfacti-on.

The four

scales in the order in which they entered into the analysis, were Synergy, Existentiality (weighted negatively),
Self-Actualizing Value and Aggression (weighted negatively).
The relationship of the combined analysis of the scores of
these four scales with the scores of the "Index of Job Sat•
isfaction" was .58, which was significant at the .001 level
of probability.
In regard to Hypothesis Twoa

The mean differences be-

tween the teacher subgroups scaled according to age were not
significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Threes

The mean difference

between the teacher subgroups sealed, according to age was
not significantly related to job satisfaction.
In regard to Hypothesis Fours

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to sex suggested a significant relationship with the scores of the
Time Competence scale of the "Personal Orientation
tory."

Inven~

The obtained t value of 2.52 was significant at the
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.02 level of probability, with female teachers indicating a
higher degree of time competence than male teachers.

No

similar significant relationships at the .05 level or beyond
were discovered between the teacher subgroups scaled according to sex and the scores of the Inner Directed scale and
the Self-Actualizing Value sea.le of the "Personal Orientation Inventory."
In regard to Hypothesis Fives

The mean difference be-

tween the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal
variable of sex was not significantly related to job satisfe.c.tion.
In regard to Hypothesis Sixa

The mean differences be-

tween the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal
variable of status were not significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Sevens

The mean difference be-

tween the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of status was not significantly related to job
satisfaction.
In regard to Hypothesis Eights

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the

per-

sonal variable of teaching level were not significantly related to self-actualization (Tct I and SAY).
In regard to Hypothesis Nines

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of teaching level were not significantly
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related to job satisfaction.
In regard t.o Hypothesis Ten:

The mean differences be-

tween the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal
variable of system in which currently teaching were not significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAY).
In regard to Hypothesis Elevens

The mean difference

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of system in which currently teaching was not
significantly related to job satisfaction.
In regard to Hypothesis Twelves· The mean differences
between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of place in which currently teaching were not
significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAY).
In regard to Hypothesis Thirteen:

The mean differ-

ence between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the
personal variable of place in which currently teaching suggested a significant relationship with the scores of the
"Index of Job Satisfaction."

The obtained t value of 2,6)

was significant at the .01 level of probability, with
teachers who teach in the suburbs indicating more job satis-

.

faction than teachers who teach in the city.
In regard to Hypothesis Fourteens

Th~

mean differ-

ences between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the
personal variable of academic preparation were not significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Fifteens

The mean difference
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between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of academic preparation was not significantly
related to job satisfaction.
In regard to Hypothesis Sixteens

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of years of teaching experience were not significantly related to se.lf-a.ctualization (Tc, I and SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Seventeen:

The mean differ-

ences between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the
personal variable of years of teaching experience were not
significantly related to job satisfaction.
In regard to Hypothesis Eighteen:

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of course and/or grade-level preferences were
not significantly related to self-actualization (Tc, I and
SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Nineteens

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of course and/or grade-level preferences suggested
a significant relationship with the scores of the "In.
dex of Job Satisfaction."

The obtained F value of 5.68 was

significant at the .001 level of probability, with teachers
who are teaching their course and/or grade-level preferences
and teachers who are teaching at least some of their course
and/or grade-level preferences indicating more job satisfaction than teachers who are teaching none of their course
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and/or grade-level preferences.
In regard to Hypothesis Twentys

The mean differences

between the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of career goals were not significantly related
to self-actualization (Tc, I and SAV).
In regard to Hypothesis Twenty-One:

The mean differ-

ence of the teacher subgroups scaled according to the personal variable of career goals was not significantly related
to job satisfaction.
Recommendations
In the review of the literature, there was extensive
documentation that organizational goals are best served when

the needs o:f' the individua:I members are met.

According to

the results of this study on teacher job satisfaction,
synergetic teachers and teachers who espouse self-actualizing values are more likely to achieve satisfaction on the
job than teachers who do not fit this description.

It is

recommended, therefore, that academia follow the lead of
industry in establishing synetic learning laboratories which
have markedly increased the creative efficiency of its personnel.
Synetic theory is concerned with identifying the preconscious psychological mechanisms which are active in imaginative and creative activities and consciously putting them
to work.

In creative production, the individual's affective

faculties are more actively engaged than the cognitive.
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Through an increased awareness and understanding of these
emotional, non-rational elements and their operations, creative habits of thought and behavior can be fostered,

In

synetic learning laboratoriese the integration of diverse
individuals into problem stating and problem solving situations is attempted in order to increase the likelihood of
arriving at fundamentally novel solutions.

Individuals who

participate in these group experiences may gain personal insights into their inner world and their world of interpersonal relationships, but these are accidental consequences
of the synetic laboratory experiences.

The primary purpose ,

of the applied synetic theory is to improve the organizational development a.nd' work
colleagues.

efficieney~among

employees and

This is promoted through a variety of approaches

that integrate man's affective and intellectual components
as the medium for creative problem solving.
It is recommended that those who are responsible for
the training of teachers provide opportunities for them to
acquire a.nd develop self-actualizing values and creative
skills.

Colleges and graduate schools of education could

require all students who are aspiring teachers to enroll in
courses that will acquaint them with synetic theory and
synetic learning experiences.

Another opportunity to foster

the creative potential of aspiring teachers is to provide
them with faculty members who are effective models in this
regard.

For those teachers who have completed their formal
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education and are already working in the classroom, intensive in-service workshops and seminars on applied synetic
theory could be provided.
School administrators who are in charge of hiring
teachers should be encouraged to recruit for creativity
rather than to hire teaching personnel on the basis of academic achievement.

To assist administrators in this

en~

deavor, Shostrom's "Personal Orientation Inventory 11 could be
a reliable tool for identifying individuals who personally
value the goal of creativity.

School supervisors and admin-

istrators could help the cause by joining teachers in synetic
learning laboratory experiences.

By their example, by sup-

porting and encouraging creative approaches to problem stating

and problem solving, they would be in a position to

challenge the creative capacities of individual teachers in
the areas of the teacher's special interest and in this way
add to teacher satisfaction,

The criteria for evaluating

all outcomes of synetic learning experiences would be the
extent to which they promote or decrease organizational
morale and the psychological freedom of its members to ac"

tualize their potential for further growth.

Such a plan of

action could mean the difference between a mediocre school
and a superior school.
If, on the other hand, school supervisors and administrators are insecure and easily threatened individuals,
wide-scale training of teachers in applied synetic theory

12.3

can be a real threat for them.

Moreover, training teachers

in new skills for cooperative and creative problem solving.
when there are few outlets for such skills, could well result in their increased frustration and lower satisfaction.
Limitations
While the number of respondents makes it possible to
speak with confidence about the entire graduate student population in the School of Education at Loyola University of
Chicago who are engaged in full-time teaching in the primary
and secondary grades, one may not necessarily generalize to
teachers in rural and other geographical areas of the United
States.

Situational and/or personal variables elsewhere may

differ considerably from Chicago. and its suburbs.

Even less

may one generalize from the conclusions based on the subjects
of this study to college and university teachers whose circumstances differ from primary and secondary teachers to a
great extent.
It is entirely possible that too high a degree of professionalism was demanded in order to be eligible to particlpa te in this study.

In the attempt to control the extra-

neous variability of the participants. the phenomena may
have been truncated.

A lower degree of job satisfaction may

have been discovered among those teachers who were not
currently enrolled for graduate study.
Although the sampling procedure employed in this study
was valid, a higher response rate might have been achieved,
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if a more structured follow-up procedure had been employed.
The number of subjects in the various subgroups scaled
for each personal variable did not permit more than a oneway analysis of variance in detecting the influence of the
personal variables on self-actualization and job satisfaction.
Finally, this study carrie,s the limitations. of all
studies that attempt to apply to particular individuals the
conclusions based on research with groups.
Implications for Future Research
Replication of this study with college and university
teachers should be useful in determining whether specific
differences in the individual aspects of self-actualization
and job satisfaction exist between them and teachers in the
primary and secondary schools.
Replication of this study with a stratified sample
would permit the analysis of variance technique to detect
the differences in self-actualization and job satisfaction
due to any number of personal variables or any combination

or

them.
The instruments used in this study might be useful for

vocational counselors and personnel directors in developing
self-actualization profiles for job satisfactions in other
occupations.
Since the results of this study suggested counter-indications to the results of another study concerning the
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factors which influence career teachers to become administrators, additional research on this subject seems to be
indicated.
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Instructions for the administration of the Personal Information Sheet and the two Inventories.
1.

Briefly explain the nature of the research project.

2.

Before passing out the envelopes, announce that only
those who are currently graduate students in the School
of Education and at the same time have contracted to
teach full-time during the present scholastic year in an
elementary, junior high or secondary school are asked to
participate in this project.
Ask all who meet these two requirements to answer the
personal information sheet first. In that way anyone
who misunderstood the directions as to whom is to
participate will be alerted by questlons (a) and (b).
(Please acquaint yourself with questions (a) and (b)
on the personal information sheet.)

J.

Inform the participants that they are not to write their
name on the answer sheet in order that they may preserve
their anonymity.

4.

Ask all to use a soft lead pencil for computer scoring,
preferably No. 2. Those who administer the tests are
asked to have a supply of such pencils for those who
need them.

5.

For the information of the participants, they may be
told that the usual time that will be required to give
the personal data and answer the two inventories is
about fifty minutes. Some will finish in much less
time. Some will need more. This is not a speed test.

6.

Emphasize the importance of following directions on the
inventories and answering all questions.
Ask the participants to return all papers in the manila
envelope to their professor at the next class meeting.
Please return to pick them up and state at that time
that late returns are to be handed in at the following
class meeting.

8.

Please thank the participants and the professors for
their cooperation.

APPENDIX B
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PERSONAL INFORMATION SHEET

a.

I am currently a graduate student in the School of
Education,

_ _ yes
b.

--- no

I have contracted to teach full-ti.me for the year 72-73
in an elementary, junior high or secondary school.
___ yes
llO

---

(If both questions have not been answered yes, please return
your envelope to the Instructor. If both questions ~
been answered yes, please answer the following questions.)
1.

2.

AGEs

18-25

)6-45

56-65

26-JS

46-.55

over 65

SEXc

Female

J.

STATUS a
layperson

4.

Male
priest

Religious

LEVEL AT WHICH CURRENTLY TEACHING&
___ elementary

junior high

___ secondary

5.

..

SYSTEM IN WHICH CURRENTLY TEACHING:
___ public
private

6.

PLACE IN WHICH CURRENTLY TEACHINGr

--

- - urban

-- suburban
··-.._
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7.

ACADEMIC PREPARATION TO DATE 1

____ Bachelor's degree
____ Additional credit hours beyond the
Bachelor's degree
~---Master's

degree

--~-Additional

degree

8.

9.

credit hours beyond the Master's

YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCEs

--- 5 or less --- 11 to 15 --- 20
--- 6 to 10 --- 16 to 2.0

or more

SATISFACTION•
I am currently teaching the courses and/or grade levels
that I want to teach.
___ no
___ yes
___ This statement is true only in regard to
~ of the courses and/or grade levels that
I teach.

10.

CAREER GOALS1

--- Career Teacher
--- Counselor
--- School Administrator
____ Supervisor

.

--- Other

APPENDIX C
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An Index of Job Satisfaction

JOB QUESTIONNAIRE
Some jobs are more inter3sting and satisfying tha.n others.
We want to know how people feel about different jobs. This
sheet contains eighteen statements about jobs, You are to
underline the phrase below each statement which best describes how you feel a.bout teaching, There are no right or
wrong answers. We should like your honest resp.onse to each
of the statements. Work out the sample item numbered (O).

o.

There are some conditions concerning my job that could
be improved.

STRONGLY AGREE
1.

AGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

AGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

I am often bored with my job.

STRONGLY AGREE

7.

DISAGREE

I enjoy my work more than my leisure time.

STRONGLY AGREE

6.

UNDECIDED

I consider my job rather unpleasant.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE
~.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

It seems that my friends are more interested in their
jobs than I am.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE

4.

DISAGREE

My job is usually interesting enough to keep me from
getting bored,

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE
).

UNDECIDED

My job is like a hobby to me.

STRONGLY AGREE
2,

AGREE

AGREE

UNDECIDED

I feel fairly well satisfied with my present job,

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE
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8.

Most of the time I have to force myself to go to work.

STRONGLY AGREE

9.

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

I find real enjoyment in my work •

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE
18.

DISAGREE

My job is rather uninteresting.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE
17.
.

UNDECIDED

I like my job better than the average worker likes his.

STRONGLY AGREE
16.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

Each day of work seems like it will never end.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE

15.

DISAGREE

Most days I am enthusiastic about my work. ·

STRONGLY AGREE
14.

UNDECIDED

I feel I am happier in my work than most other people in
theirs.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE

1J.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

I definitely dislike my work.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE
12.

DISAGREE

I feel that my JOb is no more interesting than others I
could get,

STRONGLY AGREE
11.

UNDECIDED

I am satisfied with my job for the time being.

STRONGLY AGREE
10.

AGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

I regret that I ever took this job.

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

UNDECIDED

DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

APPENDIX D
"PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY" PROFILE OF
MEAN SCALE SCORES FOR A SELF-ACTUALIZED (SA) AND A
NON-SELF-ACTUALIZED (NSA) SAMPLE OF ADULTS AND THE
"PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY" PROFILE OF
MEAN SCALE SCORES FOR THE 81 PARTICIPATING SUBJECTS
OF THIS STUDY
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